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• GSS

• Lecture

Senate approves
budget swiftly

Date rape
survivor
speaks

VPFA discovers computer error
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
The General StudentSenate took
a mere two hours last night to approve a $307,052 budget, astonishing nearly everyone in the cramped
Murray Hall room.
"I thought there would be more
angry clubs," Scott Morelli, Student
Government vice president,said after
the meeting."I expected more debate
from senatorsto move moneyaround."
The night had threatened to be
long.Mostclubs received only afraction of their requested budgets, and
could have taken the opportunity to
argue for more at the meeting.

Brooke Jellison, the vice president for financial affairs, announced
earlier that afternoon an accounting
error had been found in the budget,
giving Student Government$30,000
in additional carryover. She repeatedly urged senators not to touch the
money in theeventnext year's enrollment is lower than projected. Because Student Government is funded
each semester by a $25 student activityfeefrom every studenttaking more
than six credits, a drop in 1,000 students could mean disaster.
"I feel really bad that the clubs
didn't get all the money they wanted,"
Lyn McLaughlin,StudentGovernment
See GSS on page 4

By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff

Vice President for Financial Affairs Brooke Jellison reviews
funding allocations for clubs in 1998-99 Student Government
budget. The budget was passed with little debate last night
in Murray Hall.(Caleb Raynor photo.)

• Red Cross

Successful blood drive 'worth the pain'
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
Giving blood is a little thing
that gives back to the community
in a big way,said Stephanie Wiewel yesterday at this year's Greek
Blood Drive.
"Everybody should put up with
a little pinch and burn and give
blood," the junior secondary English education major said. "It's
worth the pain."
The drive at University of
Maine's Memorial Gym collected
more than 230 pints of blood and
brought in many donors from the

university community.
Sandy.Gould, Red Cross donor center coordinator, said the
day ran smoothly. A few people
fainted and one person was sent
to the hospital.The person passed
out and fell out of her chair after
giving blood and is now in stable
condition.
Jerome Graffam, a junior English major and Interfraternity
Council president, said he was
pleased with the blood drive's
turnout despite the fact it didn't
coincide with Greek Week.
"I'm happy with today'sevents
because I think it's great when we

can help out the community, and
that's just what we did," Graffam
said."Hopefully, we'll come out to
our average, which is better than I
anticipated."
Greek Week was changed to fall
semesterthis year,butthe blood drive
will continue to be held in the spring
because of scheduling difficulties.
"Next year's blood drive is already set for around the same time
in April," Graffam said. "We
learned from some mistakes from
this drive and promise next year
will be better."
Graffam said the turnout was
hindered by not having someone

First-year student Molly Huskelm gives blood on Tuesday.(Caleb Raynor photo.)

broadcast from the blood drive.
"With live reports you attract
more people," Graffam said.
Gould said the morning went
rather slowly,but things picked up
in the afternoon.
"I guess classes come first,"
she said.
Graffam said the drive's hours
were changed to 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. with hopes
more people would come in the
morning.
AllofUMaine'sGreek organizaions were represented at the blood
drive, Graffam said. Sororities had
the highest rate ofparticipation in the
event with Delta Delta Delta and Chi
Omega having the largest percentage
of turnout. Phi Kappa Sigma and
Lamda Chi were the two fraternities
that had the largest turnout.
Rob Williams, a sophomore
business major and a member of
Phi Kappa Sigma, said the blood
drive helped to give Greeks a positive image.
"I gave blood today because
the Red Cross desperately needs
blood and it's just one of the many
ways the Greek community can
give back," Williams said.
Michael Moore, a secondary
education major and member of
Beta Theta Pi, said giving blood
was painless and really easy.
"I've done it before," he said.
"It gives me a good feeling to
know thatI'm helping people out."
Junior political science major
Katie Burke said she enjoyed giving blood, and does so whenever
she can.
"I think that giving blood is
See BLOOD on page 6

Carrying Mace is commonly
recommended to college women
as a means to protect themselves
from attackers. One of the problems, however,according to Katie
Koestner, is women don't often
enough bring Mace when they go
out on a date with "Prince Charming."
Koestner shared her own experience with date rape to a small but
mixed audience yesterday on campus. She has repeated her story
more than 500 times, appearing on
the cover of Time magazine and
numerous television shows in her
crusade against the crime.
Appearing nervous,she giggled
and joked as she spoke about her
encounter with rape.
Koestner said she met Peter
during her first week of first-year
orientation at the College of William and Mary in Pennsylvania.She
worked up the nerve to meet him
later that week when she purposely
walked to a dining commons trash
can at the same time he did. The
discovery that they had the same
chemistry class led to the two
"hanging out" more and more. After a few weeks, they picked a
Saturday for their first official date.
At the fancy restaurant, Peter
ordered in French,impressing her.
He coerced her,a non-drinker,into
See RAPE on page 4
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• Enforcement

• Negotiations

Officials to improve anti-thug effort Blair makes attempt at entreaties
PORT-OF-SPAIN, Trinidad (AP) — Looking for more sophisticated ways to
fight soaring drug trafficking,Secretary of State Madeleine Albright urged Caribbean nations to form a network that snares narcotics cartels.
"Our goal is to construct a web of legal arrangements and law enforcement
actions that will discourage international criminals from acting,and leaving no place to hide
if they do," she said Monday after meeting 15 Caribbean foreign ministers.
They discussed a witness protection program, arms smuggling and money laundering,
an especially sensitive issue among resource-strapped islands that have turned to offshore
banking.
'The Caribbean must make a choice: either you live on drug money and money
laundering, or you restructure your economy," said Ramesh L. Maraj, attorney general of
Trinidad and Tobago, which plans to open an offshore banking industry.
His country is Washington's strongest ally in the region and led the way in signing a
controversial agreement two years ago allowing U.S. law enforcers to pursue suspected
drug traffickers into its airspace and waters.
The 15-member Caribbean Community urged Trinidadian officials to nullify the
agreement, arguing it robbed the nation of its sovereignty.

1

BELFAST, Northern Ireland(AP)— British Prime Minister Tony Blair flew to
Northern Ireland to make personal entreaties Tuesday after the major Protestant party
rejected a draft peace accord honed through months ofbitter, painstaking negotiations.
Former U.S. Sen. George Mitchell, the chairman of the peace talks, wants the
parties to use his confidential 65-page document as the basis for reaching a peace accord by
Thursday.The Ulster Unionists' rejection ofthe compromise threw that deadline into doubt.
"Ifeel the hand of history upon our shoulders," Blair said."Now,maybe it's impossible
to find a way through ... but it's right to try."
David Trimble, the leader of the pro-British Ulster Unionists, repudiated the proposed
settlementjust hours after Mitchell delivered it to the eight parties involved.
Blair huddled almost immediately with his Northern Ireland secretary, Mo Mowlam,and
Trimble,and was expected to meet with representatives ofother parties. Irish Prime Minister
Bertie Ahern was to join him Wednesday.
Blair acknowledged that negotiators from both sides felt "extremely anxious and nervous
as the time for decisions" grows near.
The Ulster Unionists represent about half of the north's Protestants, and must be part of
an agreement.

2

• The Analyzer

Teen-age hacker makes
positive impressions
JERUSALEM (AP) — The FBI may be furious
with him, but in Israel he's a sales icon.
Ehud Tenenbaum,the Israeli teenager who hacked
Pentagon's
into the
computer system, was featured Tuesday
in a full-page computer ad in the Yediot Ahronot newspaper.
The clean-cut, dark-eyed 18-year-old gazes out at the
reader,chin on hand,next to the slogan:"To go far, you need
the best equipment."
The ad is selling Newron computers, made by the Israeli
company EIM.
Tenenbaum, who used the name "The Analyzer" on the
Internet, is being investigated by the Israeli police for his
cyber-assault on the Pentagon and other computer systems.
He has not been charged.
The FBI has said he confessed to the intrusions.
"At first we had our doubts about the ethics of using his
image in the ad," said Yoram Klein, managing director of
EIM."But we found that he is a most positive young man.He
made a mistake, but that could happen to any teenager."
In return for appearing in the ad, Tenenbaum received
EIM's latest model computer, the Newron Play Station,
which sells for about $2,000. Tenenbaum's own computer
was confiscated by Israeli police.

3

• Integration

Administrators urged
to conform to rules

_

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)
Nelson Mandela once hoped the sport of rugby
could be integrated in South Africa's transition
to racial equality. But barriers to black athletes have
become a major political conflict.
Mandela wore a Springbok jersey to the 1995 World
Cup final in Johannesburg in a gesture of reconciliation with a sport that long symbolized apartheid. Fielding a team with one mixed-race player, South Africa
won the championship, setting off joyous street celebrations.
"Leaving the office, I wept when I saw South Africans of all races waving South African flags and saw
quickly made posters draped from office windows,"
columnist Charlene Smith recalled in The Star,a Johannesburg daily. "This was what we had waited for all our
lives, a sense of unity as South Africans."
Three years later, rugby is still dominated by whites,
and Mandela recently had to testify in a court challenge
brought by rugby administrators who are resisting efforts to open up the sport to blacks.
In response, South African sports officials loyal to
Mandela have ordered the entire rugby leadership to resign
by Saturday or face cancellation of international matches.

4

Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Variable clouds with litExpect cool tempersun.
tle
atures peaking in the 50s.

Thursday's Outlook
More sun than clouds.
Highs in the upper 40oz. to
mid 50s.

Extended Forecast
Friday...Fair.
Saturday...Cool and cloudy.
Sunday...Fair.
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• World Health Day

College choices can affect future pregnancies
By Elizabeth Beaulieu
Maine Campus staff
College women who plan to become
pregnant at some time in their lives need
to assess how they live right now, according to a lecture given Tuesday,World
Health Day 1998.
"If a woman wants to become pregnant
within the next 15 years, she has to realize
much of what she does now will have
implications down the road," said Muffy
Eastman,assistant director for health promotion at Cutler Health Center.
The American Association for World
Health chose the theme "Invest in the
Future: Support Safe Motherhood" to endorse World Health Day 1998 in the United States.
Eastman put together a panel of three
speakers to address the concerns women
should have before and throughout pregnancy. The lecture,"Is Pregnancy in Your
Future? Plan Ahead for Health," was part
ofthe Healthspeak Luncheon Series sponsored by the Center for Students and
Community Life.
Kimberly Breseman, a nursing stu-

dent and Peer Educator at the University
of Maine,talked about sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy. She said
bacterial diseases can cause complications during pregnancy if they go unnoticed. Possible problems are pelvic inflammatory disease, premature rupture
of membranes and eye problems.
"Chlamidia, syphilis and gonorrhea
can all be treated. The important part is
getting treatment before pregnancy,"
Breseman said.
Although treatment before pregnancy
is preferable, treatment during pregnancy is also acceptable, Breseman said.
Breseman said STDs such as herpes,
genital warts and HIV can be more serious and can have a more traumatic effect
on infants.
"These STDs are not treatable," Breseman said. "You can suppress them, but
there is no cure for them."
Women with HIV, for example, are
recommended to take the drug formerly
known as AZT during pregnancy to reduce the chances of transferring the virus
to the fetus, Breseman said. Women with
HIV are also prevented from breast feed-

SUPPCIIRT

It Works VVonders.

RESEARCH.

American
Heart
Association

ing their babies, she said.
Pat Godin, a doctoral candidate in
educational administration, talked about
the health issues associated with artificial insemination, the practice of taking
sperm from a donor bank to fertilize
women.
"I think the best term for it is alternative insemination because there isn't anything artificial about it," Godin said.
Godin speaks from experience. She
and her partner had a child through alternative insemination.
"We have one adopted daughter and
one that we grew," she said.
Godin said insemination is an increasing possibility for many people — lesbians, single heterosexual women and infertile couples.
The biggest concern for people considering insemination is the safety of the
donor semen, she said.
"Not all sperm banks are created equally, and it's worth investigating them,"
Godin said. "You want to make sure they
are accredited by the American Association of Tissue Banks, which has a rigorous screening process."

Marquita Hill, a cooperating professor of chemical engineering, spoke about
toxic substances and pregnancy. Toxic
substances are sometimes the source of
birth defects in infants, she said.
Hill said women before and during
pregnancy should be relatively drug- and
alcohol-free, eat healthy and avoid exposure to lead and mercury.
"Women need to keep safe distances
from potentially harmful experiences,"
she said.
An important consideration is whether the drug or chemical can cross the
placenta and harm the fetus. The key is
the amount of the drug taken and the
timing of the exposure, she said.
Toxic substances is an area women
need to be more aware about, she said.
"Sixty percent of reproductive women take some prescription drug," she said.
Hill said women in college should
concern themselves with being healthy
now so they can have a healthy pregnancy later.
"It's an important time to maintain a
healthy lifestyle," Hill said."The younger you start living healthy, the better."
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF —Would you like to run the largest college newspaper in the state? You will
work with an extensive staff that handles business, advertising, page layout and content. Will be responsible for
decisions regarding content and style. Other responsibilities will include writing columns, editorials and stories.
Excellent experience for publishing and managing a newspaper.

DEADLINE APRIL 15.

CITY EDITOR — Every edition of The Maine Campus covers numerous events and issues that involve UMaine.
Come and apply with us today
in Chadbourne Hall, 4th floor.

The city editor is responsible for ensuring university news is reported in a timely and accurate fashion. Applicant must be
editor,
familiar with AP style and have prior experience in news writing. Responsibilities include working with the assistant city
writing editorials and columns, and maintaining a staff of writers.

ASSISTANT CITY EDITOR —Looking for editing experience, but not yet ready for the responsibilities of the city editor position? A job as the assistant city editor may be for you.
Responsibilities include writing stories, editorials, and working with the city editor.

NEWS EDITOR — Interested in newspaper design? The news editor determines page layout and must work with the photo editor, editor-in-chief and city editor to establish content. Other
responsibilities include regular editorials and columns and keeping up to date with current issues.

OPINION EDITOR — If you feel strongly about a variety of issues affecting the University of Maine, the position of opinion editor could be your avenue for expression. Applicant must
have experience in editorial writing and be familiar with AP style. Responsibilities include scheduling editorial content, designing page layout
with editorial board and guest writers.

and writing regular columns and editorials. Must work

STYLE AND ARTS EDITOR — The applicant for this position should have a strong interest in cultural developments on the UMaine campus, ranging from concerts at the MCA to
the latest art show. Can also cover concerts in Bangor or further away. Responsibilities include maintaining a staff of writers, designing page layout
regular editorials for the opinion section. Will also work with the photo editor.

for the style section of the paper, and writing

SPORTS EDITOR — The Blodgett era at UMaine may be over, but there are plenty of other athletes at UMaine looking to make their name. The sports editor keeps track of the latest
scores and events in sports, and writes columns and stories with a staff of writers. Other responsibilities include working with the photo

editor and designing page layout for the sports section.
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Photos by Caleb Raynor

ofthe week
What's your favorite Easter candy?
David Crosman
Fourth-year student
from Machias, Maine
"Those Cadbury Egg things.
They're bad-ass."

Allen Ledbetter
Third-year student
from Gary, Ind.

Carisa Peters
Third-year student
from Westbrook, Maine

"Those bunnies that are chocolate and peanut butter mixed
together."

"Cadbury Mini-Eggs."

Sara Letourneau
Fifth-year student from
South Portland, Maine
"Jelly beans, I guess."

GSS

Jocelyn Holly
Second-year student
from Pukalani, Hawaii
"Cadbury Creme Eggs."

from page 1

president, said."I really appreciate that the clubs
understand what's going on with the budget."
The night went smoothly, with most clubs
present accepting their allocations. Residents
on CampusPresidentJon Duke summed up the
sentiment when he said,"We're as happy as we
can be." Many senators used the occasion to
endorse the upcoming referendum to raise the
student activity fee by $10.
The senate voted to strike the Human Rights
Coalition from the budget after Sen.Mellisa Williams Paradis called it a "front"for the NAACP.
'The HRC and the NAACP have the same
meetings at the same time,"she said."You can

go there yourself and find out."
Sen. Tom Paradis successfully moved to
freeze next year's funding for the University
Flying Club, which amounted to $700. He said
he had heard rumors of misuse of last year's
funds from a member of the club. GSS also
voted to investigate the rumors.
Off-Campus Board President Chris Barstow withdrew his amendment to strike the
Maine Review,which requested no money and
received none, from the budget after former
VPFA Chris Washburninformed the group that
striking clubs does not prevent them from getting money later.

Arv yeu a club er
eruanizatien whe
would like te have
a tabIQ at

Bums-tea,??
eontact the effeampalcAoatol at 587-7840.

OFF GICDRI5
BOA RD
cpeadline i jfpti1

ARIL

"Striking individual lines is useless,"he said.
Sen. Chris Moody successfully lobbied on
behalf of the School of Social Work Student
Organization to move $65 back into their program budget.
"We shouldn't make groups come back
through the GSS process for $65 they should
have been allocated anyway," Moody said.
The most time-consuming amendment pitted education against entertainment when Sen.
Charming Geele tried to move $400 from the
"other programs" portion ofthe Student Entertainment Office budget and into the Psi Chi
budget. Psi Chi, a psychology honor society,
had requested the money to bring their annual
colloquium speaker to campus.
"Let's hold academics as more precedence
than student entertainment,"Geele,a psychology
major,said."I wantto take that stance.Let's make

Rape
two sips of champagne while he had two
glasses. He made a comment about sex that
surprised her, as she had mentioned three
nights prior that she was waiting for marriage. On the walk home, she turned down
an invitation to a fraternity party and invited
Peter back to her room.
"WhatI thought was we could go back to
the room and dance,"she said, adding wisely, "Different people are going to think
extremely different things when you invite
them to your room."
In the room,he made a play for her dress
buttons, and later, when he stripped to his
boxers and socks, she started a pillow fight
with him to diffuse the tension. The pillow
fight soon turned into a wrestling match on
the floor. He kissed her forcefully, finally
letting her go after her protests, and announced he was going to sleep. She awoke
at 5 a.m. to find him on top of her.
"A lot ofpeople have asked me,'Did you
kick, did you scream?" she said."Am I on
trial or is he?"
"I will not take responsibility for trusting
him.I will not take responsibility for having
him to my room," Koestner said."And I'm
not going to take responsibility for him not
listening to my 'no."
She told a male resident assistant first
about the rape. He took her to a nurse who
gave her a bottle of sleeping pills. When she
went to the college dean,he told her to think
it over before becoming the first woman in
300 years to report a rape at the college.
Her parents reacted in much the same
way, believing the rape was her fault.
"I'm not going to let them stand in the

academicsmoreimportantthanspecialprograms."
The move was shot down when several
other senators suggested the group seek out
other forms of funding, such as the Guest
Lecture Series. An amendment to the amendment which would havetaken the$400from the
rollover fund also failed.
"Maybe$400 doesn'tseem like a lot but,as
soon as we do, we're going to do it again and
again and again," Jellison said.
The budget was hammered outtwo weeks
ago in a nine-hour session with the executive
budgetary committee. As they reviewed each
request, the "conference and travel" lines of
the budgets were automatically scratched for
those groups which were not travel dependent. Groups that were,such as the women's
lacrosse and volleyball clubs, received portions of their requests.
from page 1
way of me making a difference in the world,"
she said, a tear streaking her cheek. "It took
a long time to believe it was not my fault."
Peter was later tried in front of the campus judicial board and found guilty. His
punishment: to stay out of her dormitory for
the rest of the semester. He was kicked out
ofschool afew months later when he beat up
his next girlfriend. He was eventually let
back in and even graduated in Koestner's
class in 1994. Peter is in graduate school
now. Koestner recently gave her talk at his
school; he didn't attend.
Finishing her story, she addressed other
issues surrounding date rape. Her voice
dropped to a throaty whisper when addressing the men in the room.
"I wonder what you thought before you
got here.'Why should!go to this thing? It's
not my issue, I'm not a rapist," she said. "I
want the men to know it would be sad if you
were not here at all."
"This is not about bashing men. This is
about asking for help."
Koestner discussed some of the reactions she's gotten from male audience members in the past. One had the nerve to stand
and say to her,"Look at you Katie. I would
have raped you too, if I had the chance."
The men in attendance seemed to absorb
Koestner's message.
"It was powerful," said senior Stephen
Farnum,adding that he admired her courage
to keep retelling her story.
"I think it's an issue that needs to be•
talked about,"said senior Dave Repczynski.
Koestner's talk was part of the National
Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
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• Education

Conference confronts special education issues
Picard also talked about his experiences
at the university. He transferred here in 1994
from Edinboro College in Pennsylvania,
where there are specialized programs to
help students with physical disabilities.
Transferring was not as easy as it seems.
Picard had concerns with the way parking at
DTA V was situated because at the time, it
was set up so that the lift in his van would
deploy into a snowbank. He was asked to
consult on the new way parking should be

By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
More than 60 educators and professionals attended the annual conference sponsored by the College of Education and Human Development last Thursday and Friday.
"Exemplary Practices: Supporting Students with Diverse Needs"is a conference in
which education professionals highlight
what works with many students who receive
special education or related services.
"We try to make the conference interactive, to have educators talking about what
works and how people can take those experiences and bring the experiences back to
their own schools," said Valerie Smith, a
graduate student in the special education
program who helped coordinate the conference.
Thursday's keynote speaker was Lone
Lindyberg, research partnership coordinator for the College of Education and Human
Development. She presented a paper on
"Challenging Behaviors in Maine's
Schools," which was written in collaboration with the Maine Principals Association.
The paper addresses the frequency of
challenging behaviors and many of the reasons why students act aggressive or antisocial.The paper also looked for solutions,such
as positive modeling of behaviors and better
preparation of teachers in dealing with students who have challenging behaviors.
After the presentation, Jim Artesani led
a guided discussion on challenging behaviors. Artesani is a professor in special education who teaches several graduate-level classes dealing with students who have challenging behaviors.
The conference also offered a wide range
of concurrent sessions that talked about issues such as classroom community building, including students who are deaf in a
regular first-grade class, exploring the uses
of assistive technology for people with disabilities and supported living.
These concurrent sessions were attended by educators from over 15 schools across
the state, as well as students in sections of
SED 402, a course that deals with adapting
educational instruction for students with
disabilities.
One of the sessions on dealing with supported living highlighted the exemplary practices of Orono High School.
Cathy Van Dolman is a special education teacher at Orono High. Her session
dealt with the process of transitioning students with severe disabilities to supported
living environments.
Barbara and Tony Lucia joined Van
Dolman. Tony is an 18-year-old student at
Orono High who has Down syndrome. Barbara is his mother. Together Van Dolman
and Barbara Lucia worked to secure funding
for her son's own apartment. The session
focused on the problems associated with

designed.
Picard also relies heavily on many personal aides and tutors to help him with daily
living and academic needs, and said he has
had nearly 100 people work with him over
the past years.
Picard is also a frequent guest speaker
for the College of Education, and he will be
graduating with an interdisciplinary concentration in disability studies to complement his concentration in management.
As part of his disability studies minor,
Picard did a practicum at UNUM Life Insurance Company,focusing on the hiring practices and procedures the company uses for
employees with disabilities.
In September, Picard was an invited
speaker at the Diversity Summit that was
attended by business leaders, President Peter Hoff and Governor Angus King.
Picard's speech at the conference was a
dynamic display of the abilities of a student
Exemat
the
state
the
around
from
s
educator
s
William Picard addresse
who is frequently misunderstood. His moth(Caleb
Friday.
Needs
Diverse
with
Students
ng
Supporti
plary Practices:
er attended on Thursday, and he eloquently
Raynor photo.)
ended his speech by saying that his parents
get on with their lives, and made me a
gaining funding, and problems associated ball with his sneakers, but the problem is "did
part of it."
with dealing with state agencies to approve that sneakers are not flat like a golf club.
this request.
Tony Lucia has been living in his own
apartment for almost a year and works at
Shop 'n Save in Old Town.
Friday's keynote speaker was Bill Picard, a senior business major at UMaine.
Picard has been attending the university for
four years and will graduate in December.
Picard was born with a severe form of
cerebral palsy and is speech-impaired. He
uses an assistive communication device
called a Liberator to talk with most people.
Picard, who also gave a 90-minute presentation on Thursday,shared many insights
about his experiences as a student who used
special education services throughout his
schooling.
Picard said his parents were told by a
prominent pediatrician to "place him in the
Pineland Center for people with mental retardation,to forget about him and go on with
their life." His parents refused to listen to the
doctor and Picard went to regular schools in
Turner, Maine.
Picard spoke about the various activities he can do. He loves to bowl and his
average is about 160, though he has bowled
a 200 once. He explained that he uses a
special ramp where he has to line up the ball
and shoot it with his hands. Another activity
he loves is playing miniature golf, which is
difficult as he sits in his chair and kicks the
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• Legislation

Lawmakers trim $190 million from bond package
AUGUSTA (AP) — State borrowing
proposals that totaled $223 million at the
start of this year's legislative session had
been slashed to only $32.5 million as the
term drew toward a close Tuesday.
During the 1998 session, lawmakers
opted to fund some of the proposals directly
through the budget rather than send them out
as bond issues that need voters' approval.
Instead of sending a $10 million bond
issue for a new state criminal justice academy to voters, lawmakers included the full

amountin the budget,which has been signed
by Gov. Angus King.
A proposed $10 million bond issue to
continue recreational land purchases under
the Land for Maine's Future program was
set aside in favor of a straight $3 million
appropriation, and a $12 million borrowing
package sought by Maine Public Broadcasting for equipment upgrades was substituted by a $2 million appropriation.
A $20 million bond issue for University of Maine System research and develop-

ment was enacted this session, and a $12.5
million bond package for environmental
cleanups was working its way through the
process Tuesday.
The two bond issues are to appear on the
November 1998 ballot.
On Tuesday, Secretary of State Dan
Gwadosky conducted a public drawing to
decide the order of three bond issues that
will be on the June 12 primary ballot. All
three bond packages were introduced during the 1997 session.

• Bates

Blood

Conduct panel calls for
expulsion of alleged rapist

"I've just been getting food and drinks
for people and writing down what time
they can leave," Brooker said.
Brooker said she thought the drive
was exciting.
"It's great to see everyone coming and
supporting the blood drive," she said.
Kathy Belyea, a junior biology major,
said she always gives blood.

LEWISTON (AP) — A student-faculty
committee at Bates College has called for the
expulsion ofa male studentforsexually assaulting female classmates.
The Student Conduct Committee met for
two days late last week before concluding that
there was sufficient evidence that the student
was responsible for the attacks.
"The student,the accused,wasfound guilty
oftwo sexual assaults and of one rape," Marc
Glass,acollegespokesman,said Monday."The

sentence that was meted out was expulsion."
The student, whose name was not released,
plans to appeal, Glass said.
Ifconvicted in Maine's courts of the same
offenses,the student would face up to 40 years
in prison. Expulsion is the harshest penalty the
college disciplinary panel can impose.
Lewiston police said they have notreceived
complaints from any of the seven female students at Bates who recently reported to school
officials that they were sexually assaulted.

In the order in which they will appear on
the ballot,they include $37 million for highway, ferry, airport and other transportation
improvements, $6 million for clean water
and landfill cleanup projects,and $5 million
for improvements at vocational high schools.
Meanwhile,a bill seeking to add bonding authority in order to finance a $52.2
million renovation at the Capitol complex
was working its way toward final passage
Tuesday. The bonds would not have to be
approved by voters.
from page 1
"It was like usual," she said. "Pretty
uneventful, but it's a good cause. Everyone should give blood."
Donors were provided cookies,juice and
pretzels from the Red Cross and chicken
fajitas from McDonald's.
"People have enjoyed our food we've
gotten from McDonald's," Gould said."It's
been a hot item."

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are requested for the

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement Award
for non-academic endeavors will be presented to up to
twelve students,either undergraduate or graduate,who
have demonstrated outstanding leadership in the area
of community service, campus citizenship, athletic
achievement, and arts and communication media and
in doing so have enriched the university community by
their efforts. These awards will be presented to students
who anticipate receiving degrees ino May, 1998; August,
1998; or December 1998.
1.
Community Service - public service, on or off
campus, that has significant off-campus impact.
2.
Campus Citizenship - student government,
organizational leadership, creative activism.
3.

Athletic Achievement

4.
Arts and Communication Media - graphic
arts, language arts, music, theatre arts, and/or media (print
and/or electronic).
Deadline: NOON,FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1998.
Application forms can be picked up and returned together
with a letter of nomination or endorsement to the
Center for Students and Community Life,
Attn. Mr. Dwight Rideout,
Dean of Students and Community Life,
Third Floor, Memorial Union
or call 581-1406.

cm
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stifikfts
and community life

Come Join the
Campus Living
Educational Team!
Do you want to help students
succeed in college? Do you have an
interest in helping to build scholarly,
inclusive communities? Did you
enjoy your time in the residence
halls and all it offered you?
Apply to be a Graduate Assistant
Resident Director!
Applications and more information are available at the Campus Living
Office in 103 Hilltop Commons,by calling or e-mailing (via First
Class) Bev Uhlenhake at 581-4818, or by sending a letter of interest to
the following address:
Bev Uhlenhake
RD Recruitment and Selection Committee Chair
5734 Hilltop Commons
Orono, ME 04469
While applications will be accepted until all positions are filled,
priority will be given to those candidates whose applications are
received by April 15, 1998.
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• Environment

Gov. King approves forest clear-cutting bill in writing
sought. Current law
AUGUSTA(AP)— Gov. Angus King acres. The plans must state the purpose of had in the debate in the last two or three erendum would be
acres.
250
to
clearcuts
limits
years is that it's been principally based
signed a forest-management bill Tues- the clearcuts.
Network says
Ecology
Forest
The
said
The law also provides for forest in- upon emotion and anecdote," King
day that brings to a close — at least
of Maine foracres
million
2
than
more
temporarily — a contentious debate over ventories to determine timber supplies, Tuesday.
the last 20
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been
have
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acenvironmental
King said he hoped
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The bill creates "a well-thought-out, for a new
King defended the new law as a seriresponsibly.
them
manage
not
do
just
had
he
law
the
if
see
and
ous means to establish a sound policy to well-defined process for establishing pub- will hold off
King acknowledged there have been
protect the forests for the long term. It lic policy on the forests," said the gover- signed works. The law has the backing of
with forest clearcutting in the past,
abuses
ownwoodlot
many
small
and
industry
"puts money where our collective mouth nor.
significant improvements have
said
but
ers.
King signed the bill five months after
is" by adding personnel to fully enforce
within the past decade.
made
been
NetEcology
Forest
a
Pat
Lamarche,
Maine voters rejected a timber industrygood forest practices, he said.
1990, he said, about 150,000
Around
camthe
in
helped
who
work
member
forests.
With members of the Legislature's backed plan for managing the
were being clearcut, but last
year
a
acres
she
because
Compact
the
an
against
paign
as
forestry committee behind him, King The proposal had been advanced
had dropped to about
number
the
year
King's
said
go
enough,
far
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said
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praised lawmakers who labored over the alternative to a citizen-initiate
acres.
35,000
"
disappointing.
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action
was
had
which
outright,
measure that will require minimum buff- to ban clearcutting
But she said no decision had been
er zones around clearcuts and manage- failed passage the previous year.
See FORESTRY on page 8
on whether a new clearcutting refmade
we've
that
problems
"One of the great
ment plans for clearcuts greater than 35

• History

Modern crew to retrace 1,000-year-old Viking voyage
PHIPPSBURG (AP) — The crew of a
Maine-built replica of a Viking ship will try
again this summer to re-create LeifEricsson's
1,000-year-old voyage of discovery to the
New World.
The latest preparations for sailing the Snorri
from Greenland to Newfoundland got under way
at Robert Stevens' boatyard on Hermit Island,
where two new rudders were crafted last week.
Rudder problems forced author-adventurer W. Hodding Carter to abort last year's
attempt,return to Greenland and place the 54foot vessel in storage for the winter.
Carter was in Boston over the weekend,

overseeing the loading of the rudders, other
pieces oflumber and crates ofsupplies aboard
a container ship for transport to Greenland.
Carter said nine of the 12 crew members
from last year's aborted attempt, including
Stevens and fellow boat-builder John Gardner, will try the trip again. This time,however,
there will be only 10 crew members aboard.
Several members,including Stevens, will
leave for Greenland on June 1 to prepare the
open-decked vessel for sailing. Others will
arrive June 14 to begin sea trials.
Carter, who plans to write a book about the
voyage, says he hopes to set sail around mid-

Creating Schools
That Are Safer for
All of Our Students:
Addressing Homophobia in Our Schools
7:00 pm

Kevin Jennings
Executive Director of the Gay. Lesbian,
and Straight Education Network(GLSEN)

8:00 pm
Local GLSEN members talk about what is
going on in our state.

8:30 pm - 9:00 pm
film - "It's Elementary: Talking About Gay
Issues in Schools"

Thursday, April 9, 1998
100 D.P. Corbett
University of Maine
free and open to the public
Part of Pride Month

July. Construction of the Snorri, a blend of
wooden planks and iron rivets, was underwritten by Lands' End, the Wisconsin mail-order
clothing company.
The crew also will compete in a "Viking
Olympics"competition involving severaldays
of running, knot-tying, situps, studying Viking history and swimming, Carter said.
"The purpose ofthe games," he said,"is to
refocuseveryone tothejob that'sahead ofthem."
In retracing Ericsson's route, the Snorri
was to sail up the western coast of Greenland,
then across the Davis Strait to Baffin Island
and southeast to Labrador before reaching
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L'Anse aux Meadows,Newfoundland,an area
identified as an early Viking settlement.
Last summer's attempt was cut short when
the Snorri's rudder tore free in the middle of
the Davis Strait.The ship had to be towed back
to Greenland by the Canadian Coast Guard.
Stevens met in February with Carter, ship
captain Terry Moore,Mark Fitzgerald ofPaine
Yacht Co.ofCamden and naval archaeologist
Owain Roberts to review the rudder problem
and choose a new design.
After that meeting, Carter said he was
"much more confident that this summer's
voyage will be a success."
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• Society

Portland restaurants must go smoke-free by August
PORTLAND (AP) — Ignoring objectionsfrom restaurant owners,the City Council voted early Tuesday to make Portland the
first municipality in Maine to restrict smoking in restaurants.
By a 7-2 vote, councilors banned smoking in all restaurants except those with separate, ventilated rooms for smokers. The
measure takes effect in four months.
Restaurateurs argued that the ban would
hurt business, but a majority of councilors
cited studies showing the health risks posed
by secondhand smoke.
More than 150 people crowded City Hall
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for the four-hour debate that ended with a
vote shortly after miight.
Wearing red tags that read'Portland People r a Healthy Portland," proponents said
the measure would reduce the health risk for
restaurant employees and ensure equal access f nonsmokers.
Restaurant ners responded that residents
already have plenty of choices for smokefree dining since 60 percent of Portland's
restaurants already prohibit smoking. They
said the ordinance might prompt smokers to
patronize bars or take their business to restaurants in neighboring cities.
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"South Portland has 3,000 restaurant
seats," said Steve Harris,owner of Rosie's.
"Those guys are probably holding prayer
meetings right now, hoping we'll pass this
ordinance."
Councilors Cheryl A. Leeman and Peter
M. Rickett said they could not vote for the
measure out of concern for small businesses.
The outcome is expected to influence
anti-smoking efforts at the state level.
Indeed, before the decision was even
made, councilors were calling on the ordinance's proponents to begin lobbying neigh-
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Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the
world's largest retirement organization—and
among the most solid. TIAA is one of' only a
handful of companies to have earned top ratings
for financial strength, and CREF is one of Wall
Street's largest investors.'
Solid, long-term performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that other
companies, in pursuit of quick gains, often miss.
Though past performance can't guarantee future
results, this patient philosophy has proven
extremely rewarding.

• Police

More officers
on Turnpike
PORTLAND(AP)— Lead-footed motorists beware: the Maine State Police has
beefed up its patrols along the Maine Turnpike.
Officials hope that adding nine troopers
to the detail that patrols the turnpike will
enhance safety.
. "Speed remains a primary cause ofcrashes on the turnpike," said Col. Malcolm
Dow,chief of the Maine State Police. "The
better visibility and coverage we can provide, the better we can do to reduce the
average speed."
In recent years,the police have typically
had three or four cars —and sometimes only
one — policing the 106-mile highway at any
given time. Troop G,the state police squad
that patrols the turnpike, will now have at
least six or more patrol cars on the highway
for most shifts.
The commander ofTroop G said the new
officers will make his force more effective.
"I had 15 troopers to draw from two
weeks ago," Lt. Randall Nichols said. -Today I have 24. Tell me I'm not a happy
man."
Eight new troopers joined the turnpike
contingent last month, and another three

FY

HELPING YOU BUILD A SECURE FINANCIAL
FUTURE IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY,WE HAVE THE PERFECT RESUME.
th 80 years of leadership experience in our
field, TIAA-CREF is eminently qualified to
help you build a comfortable, worry-free retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable—today,
two million of the best minds in America trust us
with their financial future.
Allow us to review our qualifications.

boring communities to enact similar bans so
Portland's restaurants wouldn't be the only
ones that restrict smoking.
"This is a bold start,"said Councilor
Philip J. Dawson. "I hope this movement
will give momentum to similar ordinances
in South Portland and other towns."

See TROOPERS on page 9

Forestry

Surprisingly low expenses

from page 7

"That doesn't mean that the issue of
the long-term sustainability of our forests is completed or over," said King.
"It is critically important that we get
a handle on this issue so that the forests
we turn over to succeeding generations
are as vigorous and as productive and
open to as many different uses as they are
today," said King.

TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual fund industries.
Therefore, more of your money goes where it
should —towards ensuring your future)
Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of'expertly managed investment options to help build your assets. With stock,
bond, money market, and real estate accounts —as
well as a guaranteed annuity to choose from —
TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.
Unrivaled service

Make <1
contributicm tA)
Me atter death.

We believe that our service distinguishes us from
every other retirement company. In a recent nationwide survey of retirement plans, TIAA-CREF was
voted number one in customer satisfaction?.
If you work in education, research, or related
fields, why not put TIAA-CREF's experience to
work for you? To find out more, visit our Web site
at www.tiaa-cref.org or call us at 1 800 842-2776.

THE AMERICAN I MARV
ASS(IE A:FION
MEM()RJAI... PR(1.RA1.

IMEEZEISSIV
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.w
'As + (Superior), A.M. Best Co.: AAA, Duff & Phelps; Aaa, Mom-1)i Investor Sectors; AAA, Standard and Poor's for stability, sound investments, claims-paying ability,
lizetentner Rating
and overall financial strength. These ratings of T1AA as an insurance company do not apply to CREF or the T1AA Real Estate Account.',Clandan)
1997; Upper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Darelm.:, AnalyM,11 Ada, 1997 (Quarterly). 3DALBARls 1997 Defined Contribution Excellence Ratings. For more
complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for CREF and TI/IA Real Estate Account prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest or send money. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TI/IA Real Estate Account.

American
Heart
Association
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This space provided as a public service
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• Medical

Statewide helicopter ambulance service reinstated
AUGUSTA (AP) — Despite its rugged
and rural nature, Maine is the only state
without emergency medical helicopter service. But within a few months, that may no
longer be the case.
Two hospital groups say air ambulances
that respond to medical emergencies across
the state from bases in Lewiston and Bangor
could be in the air by the end of summer.
"For someone who is critically injured
or ill, Maine just got smaller," Gov. Angus
King said during a news conference Monday to announce the plan for the new privately run Lifeflight of Maine. "I don't
think there's a doubt, lives will be saved."
Maine has not had a medical helicopter
service since November 1993, when a chopper carrying a burn victim to Portland crashed
in Casco Bay, killing three passengers.
"There are those who say a rural state like
Maine cannot afford an expensive, high-tech
medical helicopter system," said Dr. Norman

also been invited to join.
Dinerman, medical director of Lifeflight.
Lifeflight is looking for a vendor to proMaine
"The truth is, a rural state like
the service, which must be approved by
vide
in
this
like
can't afford not to have a system
Medical Services Bureau. DinerMaine
the
link
to
place. We must have the ability
organizers have been working
said
man
duplicate
together healthcare resources, not
the state regulatory agency to
with
closely
Dinerman,
said
them throughout the state,"
licensing requirements are
all
sure
make
Eastern
at
chief of emergency medicine
advisory committee will
medical
A
met.
Bangor.
in
Center
Maine Medical
service.
the
oversee
twintwo
operate
will
service
new
The
Besides rushing critically injured paengine helicopters, each with a three-person
crew, from the Bangor and Lewiston sites. tients from emergency scenes, the service
With the capability ofmaking 250-mile round will transport patients to hospitals offering
trips, the helicopters will cover the entire the highest level of service for a particular
state including its islands, with some overlap. injury or medical condition,said Dinerman,
Dinerman said the helicopters are being who described the helicopters as "flying
stationed in more rural areas intentionally intensive-care units."
Lifeflight of Maine resumes a service
"so rural areas will be better served."
The service is a joint venture of Eastern that ended in 1993 when a helicopter carryMaine Healthcare and Central Maine Health- ing a burn patient from Ellsworth to Portcare Corp.,the parent companies ofEMMC land crashed in Casco Bay during a storm,
and Lewiston's Central Maine Medical Cen- killing two attendants and the patient.
The pilot, Sean Rafter, was initially
ter. Maine Medical Center in Portland has

charged with manslaughter but pleaded
guilty to a misdemeanor charge of reckless
conduct and paid a $2,000 fine. Federal
investigators found Rafter responsible for
the accident because he continued the flight
when the weather turned bad.
The company for which Rafter flew was
not connected to any hospital.
Dinerman said Lifeflight will be "clinically driven," with decisions on whether to
send a helicopter made by doctors. With the
two medical groups assuming financial risks
for the service,there is no chance pilots will
take risks for business reasons.
"Helicopters will not fly to meet a bottom line," said Norman Ledwin, EMMC
chief executive officer.
Since 1993, the Maine Army National
Guard has provided an air emergency service, which is oriented more toward search
and rescue operations than emergency medical transportation.

• Amtrak

Boston-Portland passenger railway could be realized
PORTSMOUTH,N.H.(AP)— A decision on passenger rail service between
Boston and Portland, Maine, via New
Hampshire's Seacoast is expected late
next month.
The notice is in letters from the head
of the federal Surface Transportation
Board to Maine and New Hampshire officials, assuring them a decision on the
legal dispute that has derailed the project
will be handed down in late May.
"Even given a caseload at the board
of over 400 cases and a staff of 130, the
case is being treated as a priority case,
and I expect a decision by May," wrote
Linda Morgan,STB chairwoman,to Rep.
Charles Bass, R-N.H.
Morgan's letters to Bass,Sens. Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins of Maine,
and Maine Gov. Angus King have rein-

vigorated activists and officials who have liability between Amtrak, which will pro- Wells and Saco, Maine; has emerged as
labored nearly 10 years to restore passen- vide the trains, and Guilford Rail Sys- the most feasible. The line also would
make weekend and seasonal stops at the
tem, which will provide the tracks.
ger service.
A line on to Portland with stops in University of New Hampshire in Durham
One Maine Department of Transportation official, Michael Murray, was so Haverhill, Mass.; Exeter and Dover; and Old Orchard Beach, Maine.
{Doe's 'four Heart Good.
buoyed by Morgan's letter that he is drafting an invitation to bid for 70,000 railftmricc ri Heocart
Asscocicstion
road ties to upgrade the 78 miles of rail
between Plaistow and Portland.
"We have a couple of significant rail
projects in the works in the state of Maine,
and, because of delays in ordering supplies, the state has elected to go out and
place an order for the ties for the Bostonto-Portland service," said Murray,executive director of the Northern New England Passenger Rail Authority.
Ordering the materials will allow work
to begin this summer if the STB's deciThe Department of Campus Living has
sion resolves the dispute over accident
fifteen, 40 hour per week conference

Troopers

EXERCISE

Need a summer job?

Summer Conference
Assistants

from page 8

joined on Sunday. Two troopers recently ately see more patrol cars on the highway.
Police staffing levels on the turnpike have
left Troop G.
increased public attention since March
received
Dow said another four troopers are exa drunken driver killed two people in
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G headTroop
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the
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This
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traffic
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allow police to
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million
$2.9
budgeted
other
turnpike
authority
with
and
agencies
better coordinate
cut overtime costs. Motorists will immedi- for 24 troopers,four sergeants and a lieutenant.

If you see any of these ladies,
congratulate them!!
Melissa Cox
Katie Mahaffey
Jessica Anderson
Rebecca Cantor

Joanna Ali
Hillary Maher
Elaine Madore
Jaime Gradie
Jennifer Becker Teresa Oliver
Julie Eskow

They are the newest members of

FEE

assistant positions available for Summer
Job responsibilities include
'98.
receptionist duties as well as some
custodial work.
We are looking for committed,
energetic, dedicated individuals
who are willing to be flexible and
have fun.
descriptions and
job
detailed
More
applications will be available starting

March 30 - April 10, 1998
at the Campus Living Office
103 Hilltop Commons

Applications due by
April 10, 1998, 4:30 PM
to the Campus Living Office

Housing will be provided
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• World Health Day

First lady urges focus on maternal health
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the time it
took Hillary Rodham Clinton to deliver her
World Health Day speech,she said, an estimated 15 women died around the globe
from pregnancy complications or unsafe
abortions.
"No woman should ever die in childbirth," Mrs.Clinton declared Tuesday,calling for renewed global attention to maternal
health. "The vast majority of these deaths
and so much of that suffering could have
been avoided."
Nearly 600,000 women and girls, most
in developing nations, die each year while
pregnant or in labor due to complications,
including self-induced abortions,according
to the World Health Organization and
UNICEF.
Breaking down the statistics, Mrs. Clinton said that every minute, a woman or girl
dies, 40 have unsafe abortions, 110 experience a pregnancy-related problem and 190
face an unplanned pregnancy.
Mrs. Clinton, speaking to several hundred health care professionals and private
and public policymakers at World Bank
headquarters,said countries should develop
better family-planning and education programs for women and children to combat
maternal mortality.
She criticized conservative members of
Congress who each year try to block U.S.
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government money for international family
planning, which critics contend lead to abortions.
"Without it (family planning) women
often turn in desperation to illegal, unsafe
abortion procedures that can account for up
to halfor more of all maternal deaths," Mrs.
Clinton said.
"I would like to stress that point because
there are some in our Congress and in our
country who do not understand how providing family-planning services helps reduce
the rate of abortion."
Mrs. Clinton, who last week returned
from a 12-day tour of sub-Saharan Africa
with President Clinton, noted that she and
her husband visited projects promoting women and children to underline U.S.support for
"human rights and particularly the right to
health."
Supporting Mrs. Clinton at the World
Health Day celebration,Malaysia's firstlady,
Siti Hasmah Mohd Ali, called for the elimination of "cultural and social taboos" that
often prevent women and girls from making
their own reproductive decisions.
"Safe motherhood is a basic human
right," she said.
Carol Bellamy,executive director of the
United Nations Children's Fund, said her
visit last week to Afghanistan, where women suffer harsh discrimination under Tali-
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ban rule, demonstrated to her that women
without equal human rights are in mortal
danger.
"It is no coincidence that Afghanistan ...
is distinguished both by severe economic
and social restrictions on women and by the
highest maternal mortality rate ofany developing country — 1,700 deaths per 100,000
live births — a truly shocking number,"

• Science

Mars face mystery solved
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — When a
gape-mouthed face appeared in photos of
Mars 22 years ago,dreamers and conspiracy
theorists stared back.
They wondered whether they were seeing
the remnants of an ancient city, a sign of
intelligentlife that NASA was keeping quiet.
In a new image taken by the Mars Global
Surveyor and lit from a different angle,
however, the Red Planet is faceless. The
legendary formation appears to be nothing
more than an eroded hill and plenty ofimagination.
"It's a butte, a mesa, a knob," said
Michael Ravine,advanced projects manager at Malin Space Science Systems in San
Diego, which operates Surveyor's camera.
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Class Book Author

Paul Hawken
"Rather than worrying about how we can save the
environment, we must turn to the root of the cause and
worry about how we save business."
Paul Hawken
"From the Ecology of
Commerce
to Natural Capitalism"

Bellamy said.
In the United States, by comparison,
from 10 to two dozen women die for every
100,000 live births, according to various
federal surveys.
Bellamy and Mrs. Clinton said simple
hygienic handling of mother and baby can
save lives at an estimated cost of $3 per
person per year.

Book Signing

"Maine's Economy and
A Quality Environment"

"Nothing jumps out at me and screams,
'This must have been built by the forces of
intelligence."
Richard Hoaglund, who contends that
the face may be part of a "city complex"
created by intelligent life, remained unconvinced by the image that NASA placed on
its Web sites Monday.
Hoaglund charged that data had been
stripped from the image in processing and
the result was oftoo poor quality to draw any
conclusions.
"It's like looking at a TV with a bunch of
snow on it," said Hoaglund, who describes
himself as principle investigator for the
Enterprise Mission, a New Mexico-based
research and NASA watchdog group.
"There's all kinds of random speckles. The
damn thing is as noisy as hell."
The new photos ofthe Cydonia region of
Mars were taken atjust after midnight Sunday, California time, in a hazy morning
during the martian winter. Despite the low
light, Ravine said the new image was 10
times as sharp as the photographs that caused
the ruckus — the 1976 pictures snapped by
the Viking mission.
The photograph shows an eroded knob
of rock surrounded by "debris aprons" of
rock and ice. It is similar to other rocky
knobs lying in a transition zone between an
old cratered area and newer,low-lying northern plains, said Michael Carr, a geologist
with the U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo
Park.
"I don't see a face. Do you?" he said."I
hope this has scotched this thing for good."
See MARS on page 11
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• Technology

Broadcasters promise digital TV signal by November
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Broadcasters
are scrambling to get towers and antennas up to begin broadcasting in digital
with its promise of much better picture
and sound. For viewers, the question is
whether they will need a rooftop antenna
to catch the new signal.
Twenty-six stations have promised the
government to broadcast in digital by
November, and appear to be on track.
Those that didn't make promises have

Social Security

a government timetable to meet. Forty faith effort, however,stations with tower
network stations in the top 10 markets are or equipment problems can get more time
required to start digital by May 1, 1999. from the Federal Communications ComSome in New York and Chicago are hav- mission.
Eventually, all stations must switch to
ing trouble finding space for towers.
"The rollout there might be a little digital.
Digital technology offers viewers the
slower than anyone had anticipated," said
for improved pictures and sound,
presichance
Chuck Sherman, an executive vice
new services. But the digital
even
and
Broadof
dent of the National Association
over the air into homes
transmitted
is
signal
week.
this
casters, which is meeting here
signals are and for
analog
existing
as
goodjust
a
making
As long as they are
viewers without cable, that means good
reception will depend on where you live.
Among the issues: distance from the
broadcasting tower,height of the tower and
whether the signal has a clear path or must
travel around mountains and tall buildings.
disabled, children and the spouses who also
Engineers say if you get a crummy
rely on Social Security benefits.
over-the-air picture now, you probably
And he said any change must preserve won't get any digital picture unless you
the fiscal discipline he said led to a balanced have a rooftop antenna. "Rabbit ears"
budget and the prospect of budget surpluses won't do. Most digital TV channels are
in the years ahead.
on channels 14-51 in the UHF band, where
The president put Social Security's fate it's harder to make indoor reception work.
on the table during his State of the Union
In analog, a signal weakened by interaddress in January, saying that when Con- ference can produce a fuzzy or staticgress and the administration ponder what to ridden picture. But in the digital world,
do with the projected budget surplus they you either get a picture or you don't. It's
should be guided by four simple words: called the cliff effect.
"Save Social Security first."
"The picture is either perfect, or if the
Since its founding in 1935 as a key part signal gets a little bit weaker, it's gone
of Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal, So- entirely," says Robert Graves, chairman
cial Security has become one of the most of the Advanced Television Systems
emotional issues on the American political Committee, which is helping stations imscene.
plement digital TV.
White House s'pokesman Mike McCurry
Digital signals are more robust and
said Monday that the Kansas City forum less susceptible to interference than anaincluded representatives from both major log. Rain or planes won't degrade the
political parties and "from groups that have
sometimes taken contrary positions on the
future of Social Security."
"The purpose of the discussions ... is to

Clinton considers changes
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP)— Opening
a national dialogue on the future of Social
Security, President Clinton called on the
nation today to come to grips with the system's looming problems and write a bipartisan roadmap to assure its future.
"Just as we have put our fiscal house in
order we can and must put Social Security in
order," Clinton said. "It would be unconscionable if we failed to act and act now."
Failure to act, he said, will result in the
system being overrun by the largest wave of
retirees in the nation's history.
"If we act now, we can assure strong
retirement benefits for the baby boom generation without putting an undue burden on
our children and grandchildren," the president said as he convened the first of four
town meetings on the system's future.
Sponsored by The Concord Coalition
and the American Association of Retired
People, the Kansas City forum featured
speakers of both political parties and people
from a wide array of ecenomic situations.
Clinton said the standards against which
he will assess proposals for change include
not only guarantees for retirees but for the

Mars
Surveyor turned its camera on the region because of public interest in the face.
Global Surveyor will have opportunities
to photograph the same area on April 14
and April 23.
NASA took an unusual step in making
the raw, before-enhancement image public
before enhancing it.
"There'ye been charges ofconspiracy and
manipulating the data and we want to make it
very clear to everybody that no such activity
goes on here," said Glenn E. Cunningham,

digital signal, but mountains, dense foliage or tall buildings can weaken it if
towers aren't high enough,engineers say.
"If you are receiving the digital signal, the odds of it taking a big enough
pounding that you'll drop it are kind of
low.... I wouldn't expect it to fade in and
out," says Charles Jablonski, vice president of broadcast and network engineering at NBC Inc.
Current rooftop TV antennas can be
used to receive digital TV signals, says
Jonathan Thompson, spokesman for the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association. But a wider range of rooftop
antennas is expected along with the introduction of digital TV sets in stores
around October, he said.
Some are expected to look like a hockey stick without the hook at the bottom.
Others would be similar to round shipping tubes used for posters.
And, if you get your broadcast stations via cable TV — as some 67 million
Americans do — it will be up to your
cable system to decide whether to use
set-top boxes that allow the digital signal
to enter your home.
The government also is likely to decide whether cable TV systems must carry broadcasters' digital systems, as they
are now required with analog.
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard told
broadcasters Tuesday he will watch that
issue closely. "No consumer wants to
buy five set-top boxes, six remotes and a
$6,000 television set that may not work
with cable," Kennard said.

Off Campus Students

See CLINTON on page 12

from page 10
manager of the Global Surveyor project at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
As for NASA's view ofthe face,"We're
taking a neutral stand," Cunningham said.
Although the new image indicated that
scientists were right all along in insisting the
face was a natural formation,Ravine said he
would have been overjoyed to discover otherwise.
"If we found flying saucers carved at the
base of this thing ... I would be even happier
because that would be cool," he said.

It's coming

April 29
...Get involved!

For more information call

Student Alumni Association
581-1140

Residential Life offers walk-in service for
students who wish to live in campus for
Fall 1998.

If you currently live Off-campus and
are interested in living on-campus
for the 1998-99 academic year, there
is still time)o-apply for Fall.

Most options are available, except York
Village & Doris Twitchell Allen Village, and
you will receive an assignment when you
turn in your completed housing application.
No deposit is required and you don't have to
wait to receive notification of your room
assignment over the summer.
Housing applications are available at
103 Hilltop Commons
Hours:
8:00AM - 4:30PM, Monday-Friday
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from page 11

encourage many people with different views
to come forward and put ideas on the table
from which we can fashion the kind of
consensus that will lead us to a good longterm policy," McCurry said.
If nothing is done, Social Security could
be overwhelmed fairly early in the new
century by the retirement of the post World
War II baby boomers,the largest generation
in America's history. Current predictions
are that without changes,the system will run

short of cash by 2029.
A plan endorsed by many congressional
Republicans and some moderate Democrats
is to divert at least some Social Security taxes
into a privately managed savings system in
which workers themselves would invest the
money deducted from their wages.
But Clinton administration officials say
such a radical change may not be needed.
They say Social Security's future also could
be assured by adjusting tax rates and benefit

levels and by delaying the retirement age.
An Associated Press poll late last month
indicates most Americans like the private
savings approach in theory, but not necessarily in practice.
Eighty percent said they would favor

Open
your mina

letting workers shift some of their Social
Security tax payments into private accounts.
But when asked if they would like to invest
their own Social Security-money in stocks
and mutual funds, 53 percent said no, it
would be too risky.

You may learn something about yourself

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

SPENDING 8 HOURS IN ONE POSITION REALLY
CRAMPS YOUR STYLE.
PERFECT.
To say you thrive on challenge is hardly a stretch. So

staff development. But here's the real excitement —

consider this. Enterprise Rent-A-Car has business

you'll have a clear shot at outpacing the achievements

development opportunities that give you the freedom to

and earnings of your peers. Everything you need is here

make critical decisions. Join us and have hands-on

at Enterprise. All you need to do is use your head. This

involvement in every aspect of business management —

growth opportunity offers a competitive salary and

from sales and marketing to administration and

benefits package.

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS!
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT CAREER SERVICES OR CALL TOLL-FREE I-888-WWW-ERAC.
If unable to schedule, please mail/fax your resume to:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: Audra Pfeltz
1255 South Willow Street
Manchester, NH 03103
Fax:(603) 634-4107
E-mail: apfeltz@erac.com
Visit our

We are an equal opportunity employer.

web site at: www.erac.com
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• Poker

Video gambling showdown in Bible Belt state
COLUMBIA, S.C.(AP) — Video gam- and a federaljudge asked the state Supreme
bling in South Carolina was supposed to be no Court to advise him on the machines' legalmore than a couple ofpoker machines near the ity.Thejustices will hear arguments WednesMoon pies and RC Cola, a way to help keep day on whether video gambling violates the
mom-and-pop convenience stores in business. state constitution's prohibition against gamHowever,it's exploded into a$2 billion- bling on games of chance.
a-year industry and Gov. David Beasley,
The state has 31,000 video gambling
who calls video poker "the crack cocaine of machines, and casinos have sprouted on
gambling," is leading an election-year cam- most ofthe state's major commercial strips.
paign to outlaw it.
But the face the industry puts forward is
On Wednesday,the issue goes before the that of the little mom-and-pop store that
state's highest court.
would be near closing if it didn't have what
Lawyers representing people who lost the Revenue Department says is an average
money in the machines sued in federal court, $20,000 yearly profit per machine.

• Legal

Court indicts Hustler
publisher for obsceni
CINCINNATI (AP) — Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt was indicted today on obscenity and other counts in the city
where he was convicted of the same charge
in 1977 for distributing his magazine.
Flynt and brother Jimmy both were
charged with nine counts of pandering obscenity, three counts of disseminating matter harmful to juveniles, two counts of conspiracy to engage in a pattern of corrupt
activity and one count of engaging in a
pattern ofcorrupt activity,Hamilton County
Prosecutor Joseph Deters said in a news
conference.
The charges cite videos sold in Flynt's
downtown store, not the magazine itself.
Flynt had indicated he wanted a court test of
his magazine.
Deters said the Flynts are charged with
selling an obscene videotape to a 14-yearold boy, and accused of a pattern of selling
materials Deters said are obscene in Ohio.
Deters would not fully describe the content of the videos cited in the indictment.
"These videos are of such a nature that

they would not be appropriate for discussion
at this conference," he said.
Flynt's 1977 conviction was thrown out
on appeal and he was never retried. He
opened the store in October, challenging
law enforcement authorities by selling Hustler, adult videos, sex toys and mainstream
publications at the store.
He has repeatedly told reporters in recent
months that he wanted a trial on obscenity
charges, because he believed that a jury
today would find that Hustler does not violate community obscenity standards.
Being cleared in such a trial would make
it easierfor him to persuade other Cincinnati
retailers to sell Hustler, he said.
Flynt did not return a message left at his
Los Angeles offices,and his lawyer in Columbus,H.Louis Sirlcin, also did not return a call.
Deters said he did not know when a trial
would occur.
The maximum penalty, if the brothers
were convicted of all charges, would be 24
years in prison.The charges also are punishable by probation.

• Crime

Maternal instinct to blame
for multiple homicide
CHICAGO (AP) — Adriana Mejia
longed for a child.
And even though her husband had his
doubts, he kept quiet — at first — when the
22-year-old woman brought home an infant
girl she said was newborn, and a 3-year-old
boy she said she was watching for a woman
she met at the hospital.
He knew how badly she wanted a child.
Then Rosauro Mejia saw the news reports.
A couple had been slain and their two children abducted.
"Ican't believe it even now," Mejia,23,
said Monday through a Spanish-English
translator."I didn't see it coming." He took
the boy to police.
Authorities said Mrs. Mejia spotted Jacinita Soto and her baby girl March 27 at a
health clinic and followed her to learn where
she lived. Mrs. Mejia paid $600 to Arturo
DeLeon-Reyes to help her, and he in turn
recruited Gabriel Solache, a family friend,
prosecutors said.
The next day,police said,the three broke
in on Mrs. Soto and her husband, Mariano,
a factory worker,and stabbed them to death.

Then they took the couple's two children.
"They agreed that they would do whatever they needed to do to get a child,and that
included killing," prosecutor Adrienne Mebane said while a translator whispered in
Spanish to the three defendants.
Police believe Mejia had no knowledge
of his wife's plan.
Circuit Judge William Wood ordered
Mrs. Mejia and her two alleged accomplices
held without bond. All three were charged
Sunday with first-degree murder, kidnapping and home invasion.
All are illegal immigrants from Mexico,
said Gail Montenegro, a spokeswoman for
the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Mejia said he and his wife had talked
about having a child and was happy when
she said she was pregnant. Prosecutors said
she had been diagnosed as infertile last year.
"She was a good person," Mejia said.
"I didn't see it coming."
It was the second time in less than three
years police say a frustrated maternal instinct soured into a gruesome murder-kidnapping in the Chicago area.

"Our businesses depend on that revenue," said Corky Lane,presidentofthe South
Carolina Convenience Store Association.
Gambling operators say they employ
least 27,000 people and provide about $116
million in tax revenue, money they argue
would otherwise would go to North Carolina's casinos or Georgia's lottery.
On the other side of the debate, antigambling activists wear pictures of 10-dayold Joy Baker.
Joy died of suffocation on a hot August
day, locked in a car while her mother, Gail
Baker,gambled for seven hours at the State
Line Casino in Jasper County,just outside
Savannah, Ga.
"If Gail was not addicted to the machines, she would not have been there and
my baby would still be alive," said Joy's
father, Julius Baker.
"Video poker is a bad thing. It sucks in
people," said Eddie Coleman of Columbia,
who plays video poker and sometimes goes
back to his native New Jersey to gamble in
Atlantic City."It hypnotizes the weak-minded with its flashing lights, and somehow
makes you think you're going to win eventually."
After Joy's death, the State Line Casino
sent Baker a notice saying his wife had
written a bad check.
"I would like to see the video poker
industry get what it deserves," Baker said.
Responds state Sen. Ernie Passailaigue,
an industry supporter: "That's like banning
all handguns because someone got shot."
The history of video poker in South

Carolina is one of failed regulation:
—Prosecutors tried to shut down the
games,but in 1991 the state Supreme Court
said that while state law barred jackpot
payouts directly from the machines,nothing
kept a clerk or bartender from handing over
the cash.
—Legislators tried regulations. Often
cited is a limit offive machines per location.
Poker casino operators just built up walls
and installed separate electric meters and
called each small room a separate business.
—Voters in a dozen counties chose to
ban prize payouts from the games in a 1994
vote authorized by the Legislature.The state
Supreme Court overturned that, saying the
state's criminal laws must be uniform in all
46 counties.
This year in the General Assembly, the
Republican-controlled House rushed
through Beasley's proposal to ban the machines, but the measure has been blocked in
the Democrat-controlled Senate by a bipartisan filibuster now in its third week. Beasley also deleted $61 million in anticipated
gambling revenuefrom his budgetthat awaits
legislative approval.
Gambling operators say they favor tighter regulation instead of a ban on the machines.
And they want a public referendum on
whether the games should stay. When figured statewide,58 percent ofthose voting in
the 1994 vote wanted to continue payouts.
"You never go wrong trusting the
people," says one supporter, state Sen.
Glenn McConnell.

On Campus Residents
Haven't Signed up for a room for
Fall 1998 and would like to live
on campus again next year?

Most options are still available.
Except York Village and Doris Twitchwell
Allen Village

Walk in service is available at
103 Hilltop Commons,
Monday - Friday
8:00AM - 4:30 PM.

Stop in, fill out a housing application, and
walk away with a room assignment for Fall
1998.

First come,first-served.
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MaineCards exploit students
BNA has already instilled its own
brand of corporatism at the university with its mailing lists and
business internship program. Now AT&T has
gone beyond the call of duty by providing
students with yet another way to accrue longdistance tolls.
The choice to equip the new MaineCard
with the ability to function as a calling card
was probably an obvious one to Dining Services. AT&T provided the University of
Maine with the more aesthetically pleasing
credit-card plastic for the new cards, as opposed to old laminate stock in exchange for
the opportunity to store phone accounts on
university identification cards.
But do MaineCards have to be fancy?
Even the state of Maine can't afford to switch
from laminated driver's licenses. True, the
photo is in color,but since when were UMaine
students hard to track down or identify?
Image consideration aside, the decision to
have the MaineCard sponsored by a corporation is dubious. Yes, students can reap the

M

rewards of a flexible new card. Eventually,
perhaps, students can charge their books on a
MaineCard.
But when pushy phone company representatives attempt to meet a quota of UMaine
students on a calling card program right at the
MaineCard swap station in the Union's Lown
Room, things have gone too far. At most,
students should have been given a questionnaire that they could have filled out, expressing their support or rejection of AT&T's offer. Instead, they were forced to withstand a
sales pitch more persistent than those received
from the ubiquitous phone-credit card table
in the Union.
The disadvantages of the new corporate
MaineCard have been, of course, mitigated
by the money earned by Tau Kappa Epsilon
for the Maine Special Olympics in conjunction with the new MaineCard. Nevertheless,a
MaineCard free of sponsorship, new face and
all, would have been a more appropriate improvement than subjecting students to aggressive sales tactics.

ATM fees stifle competition
he U.S. Public Interest Research
group released a study on automatic
teller machines and their surcharges
last week. It concluded that more banks are
charging non-customers to use their ATMs
and that the surcharges have risen significantly in the two years that banks have been
permitted to apply those charges.
These surcharges unfairly aid large banks
by making it relatively more expensive for
non-customers to use their machines. Because the larger banks own the most ATMs,
customers may be persuaded to move their
accounts to the large banks to avoid surcharges. This could ultimately lead to more
big banks and fewer choices. The fewer
banks there are,the less competition among
them, meaning everyone could conceivably
end up paying higher fees.
Banks claim they must charge non-customers the fees to recoup the costs of maintaining the machines. In most cases, the
consumer's own bank charges the consumer fees for using ATMs other than their
own. The average fee charged to a noncustomer rose 8 cents,from $1.23 to $1.15,
in the last year alone. Banks are charging
their own customers an average of $1.18
for using another bank's ATM.

T

Sure, the machines are convenient, but
cases consumers are paying what
some
in
amounts to a 15 percent fee for withdrawing money from their own bank account
using an ATM.It's not as if they are taking
out a loan from the bank. They are merely
accessing their own money using another
bank's machine.
Banks have the right to charge people
for using their services, especially those
who are not account-holders. The amount
they charge is the question: How much is
too much? In some larger cities, ATM fees
have exceeded $2.
By providing ATMs, banks are providing a convenience for people who need
cash after banking hours. How convenient
is a machine that simultaneously dispenses
money and reaches into a customer's pocket to take some back?
To combat this, smaller banks have
been forced to waive ATM fees altogether and focus on more customerfriendly policies. While this may attract
more customers, small banks cannot afford to keep this up. In the interest of
fairness, Congress must set a limit on
ATM fees and maintain a market of
healthy competition.
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• Letters
• Opinions on spring semester schedule change wanted
To the Editor:
The faculty senate might change the academic calendar to allow the spring and
summer semesters to begin and end a week
later than currently scheduled. The proposed
change is based on these factors, in order of
importance:
1. The winter term is gaining popularity,
but many professors are unwilling to offer
three-credit classes in nine days. The change
will allow an extra week, like May term.
There is concern about the credibility of a
three-credit class being offered in nine days.
At least some professors have said they
would be willing to offer classes at this
time IF the semester were expanded. This
potentially could help some students finish
course work within four years.
2. There have been some difficulties getting academic standing notices to students
before the start of the spring semester.(If a
student from New York fails out, he or she
learns about it in the first week of classes
when he or she is here.)
3. Classes with many lab sections (BIO

100, etc.) face tremendous logistical problems when the first week of classes includes a holiday.
4. Field courses offered in May will
benefit greatly if we push back the
schedule.
This proposed schedule would affect all
students because spring break falls in a
different time. We cannot go six weeks
before break and eight weeks after break
because of academic reasons, which leaves
the students with two options:
1. Move the schedule ahead and go to a
one-week spring break and keep the summer break the same.
2. Move the schedule ahead and lose a
week out of summer vacation and keep
spring break two weeks.
There are many pros and cons to each
choice. Please weigh them before you get
back to me. I can be reached on FirstClass,
at 581-1774 or 581-1775.
Lyn Emma McLaughlin
Student Government President

• More on the McCusker table...
To the Editor:
I am dismayed at the content and tone of
the recent debate surrounding the anti-homosexuality booth that was set up in the Memorial Union by the McCusker family recently.
My objection is that the tone of the debate
(as represented in The Campus) was framed
by these individuals' desire to restrict access
to the Union based on the content of one's
message. Sara Silverstein offers an enigmatic
and internally contradictory statement that
epitomizes their sentiment: "Those people
have every right to sit in the Union and have a
right to speak their opinion, but what I don't
get is how the university let those people pay
the fee to occupy the space."
One might ask Ms. Silverstein how she
proposes to afford certain people the right to
speak on this campus while excluding the
McCuskers?
I gather from Ms. Silverstein's comments
that her proposed "student committee" would
carry out this talk. The committee would simply censor what our delicate university ears
cannot bear to hear.Ifthat fails, this committee
could always rally an opposition to drown out
the group in a cacophony of politically-correct
blustering. In either case, the result would be
discrimination against those voices that need
the most protection: the unpopular ones.
All involved must remember, however,

that McCusker voiced his opinion in a forum
open to all. Furthermore, his message, although volatile, was rooted in his constitutionally protected religious beliefs. It is in this
vein that I implore the administration to ignore the unthinking and discriminatory calls
for censorship.
William B.Parsons Jr.
Oxford Hall

• Cover the golf team
To the Editor:
I am just a first-year student here at the
university and I was quite disappointed to
see that there are never any articles or results
of matches of the golf team in The Maine
Campus. It appears that you cover and report results from all the other Division I
varsity teams here on campus. I even notice
that the women's ice hockey team, which is
new, got a lot of coverage this winter.
I am in no way trying to blame you for
the lack of coverage, but I would just like to
see a change in the future. I feel that it is in
the interest of the students here to know how
their teams are doing.
Chris Emerson
Hampden
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IN TERMS OF
TREATMENT,

a.

WHAT DO YOu
THINK TUOSE
IWO 30NESPOIZO

Trying juveniles as

KIDS DESERVE?

adults not the answer
grew up in the Maine equivalent of Grovers' Corners. We
don't bother to lock our front
doors, we cheer for Little League
batters throughout the mosquitoriddled twilights of June; we even
practice the peculiar Main Street
ritual that consists of grinding to a
halt in front of the post office and
aligning our pickup windows to
chat as we pass a neighbor headed
in the opposite direction.
Yet 23 percent of my high
school classmates are criminals
according to the state of Maine.
Of 30 Class of 1995 graduates, no
fewer than five have served jail
time for serious violations committed while they were minors.

/
arrilieacha479;6144

• Column

Investigating 'Dave' a waste of time
urely Public Safety has better things to do than investigate mysterious calls being
made to campus by a man calling
himself"Dave."
According to Public Safety,
"Dave" called 16 women on campus last week, between 6 a.m. and
7 a.m., telling them he's from
Bangor and that he just wanted to
talk. The women hung up on him.
He never called them twice.
In a post to FirstClass' Campus Announcements folder, Of-

S

and lets Officer Columbo in.
"Is this your phone?" Columbo asks, pushing his way through
the door and pointing across the
room.
"Yes," Julie says.
Now what does Columbo do?
He can't dust it for prints(not that
obtaining fingerprints means anything), Dave's not going to call

sociation. Then there are those annoying messages from resident
directors and resident assistants,
announcing queer programming
that nobody will attend. Or what
about Meridian Mail commercials
from campus groups that tout upcoming events?(Again, programming that nobody will attend.)
Not only are those calls annoying to on-campus students, they
keep coming and coming.
Next,Public Safety will attempt
to track down originators of spam
on FirstClass — those pointless
posts that make it into almost every discussion group imaginable.
Hunting down e-mail advertisers
will be next.
Public Safety would never try
to stop the university's own annoying phone calls, of course.
ficer Chris Gardner acknowledg- again, and Julie hung up on him, Some of those MBNA calls bring
es that "Dave" has committed no so there's no sense trying to run a money to the Alumni Association.
crime and has harassed no one. trace.
And any programming that proHowever, perhaps to give officers
"OK, miss. I just need you to motes "diversity" or any other resomething to do, Public Safety is make a statement and sign it."
motely close idea is educational
encouraging anyone who receives
Hmm.It looks like Columbo is and worthy of protection, or so
a call from "Dave" to report it "so going to have a difficult time track- the argument might go.
that a [sic] officer can be dis- ing Dave down. And what if he
In an age in which we are reachpatched" to the recipients' dorm does?
able by pagers, cellular phones,
room to investigate.
"Public Safety would also like fax machines and e-mail in addiApparently the investigation to remind the community not to tion to the traditional telephone —
would go something like this: A disclose personal information such devices that scream for communi21-year-old woman ("Julie," let's as name,date of birth,Social Secu- cation — we have become increassay) receives a call from "Dave," rity number or any other personal ingly distant from our neighbors.
who says he wants to talk. It's information over the phone," Of- And we like it that way. The elec6:30 in the morning. The woman ficer Gardner's announcement says. tronic age has expanded the conhangs up on him and calls Public
If Public Safety considers such cept of personal space to an abSafety. Ten minutes later there's a innocuous calls to be "annoying" stract theory: If I don't know you,
knock at the door.
(in the words of Lt. Alan Stor- don't talk to me. If I don't want to
Julie, who doesn't have class mann) and worthy of investigat- talk to you, don't talk to me. Peruntil 9 a.m. and therefore wouldn't ing, perhaps the department would sonal space no longer applies to
ordinarily be up, answers the door like to crack down on similarly physical distance.
annoying calls. MBNA comes to
Sure, the pursuit of happiness
mind, with its ongoing drive to is an "inalienable" right. But aren't
swallow students into debt under we taking it too far when we cry at
the guise of helping the Universi- the slightest inconvenience?
ty of Maine General Alumni AsSo"Dave"from Bangor is lonely and wants to talk. As long as he
doesn't make a nuisance of himWrite a letter
self to any one person, who cares?
to the editor.
The headline on Page 3 of
Monday's edition should have
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjourread,
nalism
and psychology majorfrom
"Paul
Rudman
continues
The Maine Campus
family
Bangor,
Maine,and is the opinion
legal
heritage."
UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
editorfor The Maine Campus.

By Ryan
Robbins

Your opinion
matters

Correction

all in the name of equality.
Our approach to underage
crime has one fatal flaw.
Juvenile misconduct cannot be
viewed as a less serious imitation
of adult crime, because children
do not possess a mature moral
framework. Teen offenses are in
fact more likely to be violent
crimes, based in impulse rather
than rational motivations like power or greed.
Notorious for living in the moment, most teens aren't capable of
premeditation in the sense that a

By Misty
Edgecomb
We no longer exist in isolation. calculating adult criminal would
In a sobering incident at the Port- be. Each petty challenge is a life
land Denny's last weekend,an 18- or death situation when viewed
year-old boy was stabbed with a through the fog of puberty.
10-inch knife in a fight over a girl.
The two Arkansas students,
Police estimate that nearly 50teen- Mitchell Johnson and Andrew
agers witnessed the gang-related Golden,could face adult sentenchomicide.
es were they tried in Maine. They
After decades of eluding the characteristically acted in haste,
inevitable, juvenile crime has irrationally lashing out at a classcome home to Maine.
mate. The boys' guns were the
Across the nation, youth crime only fact to distinguish their volhas become an epidemic in the atile action from the squabbles
past 15 years. Playground fights that occur daily on most playhave grown up to become gang grounds. The two boys commitwars and the school bully has ac- ted a terrible crime, but they actquired an AK-47 while parents ed out of an insecure juvenile
look on in bewilderment.
mindset and should not be held
Countless neighborhoods have wholly responsible.
implemented pre-emptive meaHow can a child be held moralsures like curfews and after-school ly responsible for a crime when
activity programs to shield their he is not capable of comprehendchildren from the overwhelming ing the act? There is an age of
pressures of today's society, but understanding for each individuto no avail.
al, when adult rationality overtakes
The juvenile arrest rate for mur- emotionally charged instincts.
der in the United States rose with
Theoretically, this age of ungeometric speed between 1983 and derstanding would coordinate
1992— a 128 percent increase. The with the age at which a juvenile
same time period showed a scant could be tried as an adult. But
9 percent jump in adult murder individuals have a way of mudarrests.
dling the clear-cut boundaries of
To combat the frightening trend the law.
of younger and younger defenTo rehabilitate underage crimdants on trial for vicious crimes, inals with complete fairness, we
many states have utterly aban- cannot attribute adult motivations
doned the concept of a "juvenile." to their actions. Maine's policy
States such as Arkansas,the scene regarding juveniles is unreasonof last month's brutal school yard able and open to abuse. In 99 casslaying, have determined that chil- es out of 100, juveniles simply
dren who commit heinous crimes should not be tried as adults, no
can face adult trials as young as matter how terrible their crime.
age 14. Others, including Maine,
do not restrict themselves to a minMisty Edgecomb is a senior
imum age.
journalism and natural resources
A 40-year-old career criminal majorfrom Limestone, Maine, and
and a 10-year-old boy may receive is the news editorfor The Maine
identical treatment under the law, Campus.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
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Leold www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloome 1997
I was playing tennis with
Margo. I thought she was a
much better player than me.
I was frightened she'd win.
It was a very tough game.
I thought she was cheating,
but! didn't say anything.
I needed to fix my hair. Hair
is everything.
Margo was slowly losing the
game, but her hair looked
pretty good. I won anyways.
I should have become a
professional....hairdresser.
Tennis doesn't build
character.
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Leold www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom0 1997
Last night I had a dream
that there was a parade
downtown last Saturday.
I liked the bands and
the old soldiers, but my
favorite was the people
marching under the
banner
"Society for those living in
Shame, and Near Poverty."

Leold

www.leold.com

by Roger and Salem Salloom© 1997
I was studying a martial art.
They have Leopard style, Crane
style, Duck style.
I studied Duck Style.
Everytime we moved to the left
or the right to avoid a punch we were
supposed to yell, "Quack!"
I was really into it.
I started to learn more on my
own.

I was marching with them.

I went to the source. I started
hanging around ponds....

Their meetings must
a little
be interesting
quiet maybe.

I dreamt about growing
feathers.
In the fall my mother caught
me trying to board a bus to Florida.
She stopped paying for
classes.
"Quack Quack Quack
Quack Quack"

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: This
be
will a fortunate year for you but not in the sense
that good things happen while you just sit back and
do nothing special. If you are determined to realize
your ambitions then the right opportunities will come
along atjust the right time. The rest is up to you.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Push yourself
to the front ofthe line and demand to be treated with
the respect you deserve. Ofcourse, you might come
up against another Aries who is being equally forceful as you but nine times out of 10 your assertive
attitude will pay off, although not everyone will
love you for it.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Try not to be
quite so serious today. You may be the kind of
person whose moods change slowly but your solar
chart indicates there are very good reasons why you
should adopt a lighter attitude over the next 48
hours. If you think lucky you will be lucky, it's as
simple as that.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Anyone can
be suspicious. Anyone can blame unseen forces
when things go wrong. You, however, are a Gemini, which means you look on the bright side of life
no matter how dark it gets. Not that it will get dark
today. On the contrary, you will need to carry your
sunglasses with you.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): You expect a
great deal of yourself but sometimes you expect too
much. For some strange reason you have got it into
your head that being good is not good enough —
you must be perfect. Stop and think a minute: isn't
that a ridiculous assumption? Ofcourse it is. No one
is ever perfect.
LEO(July 23 - Aug.22): If it is true that your
life is following some kind of plan then it stands to
reason that whatever happens to you,both good and
bad, is part of that plan. So don't get too upset if
things don't go 100 percent your way today. Believe it or not, your plan is progressing nicely.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): With Jupiter
transiting your opposite sign of Pisces you should
never be reluctant to ask partners and loved ones for
help and advice.Today,especially,they will go out of
their way to make life easier for you,although that is
not an excuse to take liberties with their affections.
LIBRA(Sept 23- Oct.22): You should be in
ucky mood today as Venus in Aquarihappy-go-l
a
us takes away your cares and makes you realize
there are more important things in life than making
money or making a name for yourself. Hold on to
that feeling: the longer you can make it last the
happier you will be.
SCORPIO (Oct.23 - Nov.21): Everyone is
good at something. Everyone has a talent they were
born with. Do you know what your talent is? If not,
don't worry, you will soon find out. If you do know
what it is, ask yourself if you are making the best
possible use of it. What more could you be doing?
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Where
would you really like to be right now? Where would
you choose to go if money,time and distance were
no object? Start thinking seriously about making
that trip because your solar chart suggests you will
get the chance to travel sooner than you expected.
Make sure you're prepared.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): If you
want to achieve something worthwhile today you
will have to work through your fear of failure. Fear
offailure? You,a Capricorn? Well, yes, your tough
exterior isjust that, an exterior — inside you worry
more than most. But you cannot afford to let worry
hold you back today.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb.18): You deserve
success and it would appear you are about to get it. It
may only be a minor piece of good fortune but it will
do your spirits a power of good: you know you are on
the right track and you know it is only a matter of
time before the big rewards come your way.
PISCES(Feb.19 - March 20): Whatever
tensions there are in your life you can expect them
to ease today as Jupiter in your birth sign brings
unexpected good fortune your way. Don't waste
time wondering what you have done to deserve it:
there may not be a reason but that doesn't mean
you should not enjoy it.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

ENTERTAINMENT

By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, April 9
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
want to make a difference. You want to do something more than live from day to day. There are
many ways you can help those less fortunate than
you but there is one way in particular you can
benefit your fellow man. You don't know what that
is? You are about to find out.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): You may be
reluctant to start something today because you sense
it is going to be tougher than you expected. That
may be the case but you can be sure that once you
have started you will quickly get into the swing of
things. The only problem then is you won't want to
stop.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): How many
times have you been told to think positive? And
how many times have you stubbornly stuck to your
less than positive point of view? Probably far too
often. Today's aspects are crying out for you to look
on the bright side of life. Are you going to listen?
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Don't follow
something just because it is fashionable. From the
look of Our chart today it appears you have an
urgent need to feel accepted — and that could lead to
you doing things that are simply not right for you.
The best way to impress people is to be yourself.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You have a
tendency to attach importance to things that are
simply not worth worrying about. In fact, you have
developed it into an art form. What you are currently upset about means nothing in the greater scheme
of things. Forget it and move on to something else.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Because Leo is the
only sign of the Zodiac ruled by the Sun your
willpower is awesome. What others think of as
impossible you do for the fun ofit. If you focus your
energy in one particular direction today you will
achieve something that amazes everyone — except
yourself, ofcourse.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept.22): If your temper
gets the better of you today put it down to experience and don't dwell on it too long. Even a Virgo is
entitled to lose it once in a while and there is every
likelihood that the person on the receiving end deserves to feel the edge of your tongue.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct. 22): You have energy to burn today and as a great deal ofit is emotional
energy it is essential that you focus on something
that involves you on every level of your being. Put
your heart into what you are doing and you will do it
better than it has ever been done before.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): No matter
how much work you have to do today you won't
feel happy unless you can focus on something of an
artistic, creative or even romantic nature. Jupiter in
Pisces is urging you, tempting you, begging you to
have a good time. And if the work doesn't get done
— too bad.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): It
doesn't matter if you don't enjoy what you have to
do today — what matters is that you do it to the best
of your abilities and give others the impression that
you enjoy it. You can bet your bottom dollar that if
you show you're not too happy they won't make life
any easier for you.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): Take off
into the wide blue yonder today. Go somewhere
you have never been before. Do something even
your closest friends would not believe. The planets
are urging you to put all the serious things in your
life behind you for a day and take time out to enjoy
yourself
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): A social
invitation will come your way today and although
there are numerous other things you should be doing you will be tempted to respond. Good for you.
Life is too short to waste on things of little importance. Besides, what could be more important than
having fun with friends?
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): Power struggles and petty politics mean nothing to you now and
with luck will never mean anything to you again.
Life is full of joys and wonders that you have no
intention of ignoring. Focus on the good things in
life — and the things you are good at — and ignore
everything else.
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New York Times Daily Crossword No 01"
ACROSS

30 Trujillo

52 Friends in

(Puerto Rican
city)
31 Like some
skylines
33 Big name in
mail order
35 Catch some

Firenze
54 Express
alternative
55 Sprang
57 Make easier to
swallow
59 Go for, as the
heels
36 Animal "with
60 Strategic team
bristled hair," to
athlete
Shakespeare
61 Opposition
37 Over
62 Screwball
ao Some Bach
pieces
DOWN
44 Porters
45 Weird
They're found
47 Plumb of "The
beside temples
Brady Bunch"
2 Harte's John
48 Up-to-date
Oakhurst, for
49 Meanies
one
50 Fall short
3 Touch up
51 Suffix in political 4 View
science
"
House"
(1991 hit)
N.B.A.
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 6 nail-biters
7 Sandwich
choice
EIMO MODEM
8Tookout
9 Electronics whiz
10 Sees
11 Gray
12 Not fixed
13 In shares
14 Tries to
dislodge
21 Gunwale
attachment
27 Corp.
treasurers,
maybe

Deteriorates
.10 Like some
humor
is One,for some
16 Ancient square
17 More than
skeptical
is 1972 Elton John
hit
19 Some medical
procedures
20 Playwright
Fugard
22 Flood
insurance?
23 Reasoned
24 Familia
members
25 Low, in Limoges
26 PC key
27 Calling
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Norris

40 Proportiona ely
mustard family 41 Scone relative
29 Telephone
42 Plays the ace
book abbr.
43 "Murder by
Death" actor
30 "East of Eden"
role
46 Dresses
fussily
32 Dart shooter
49 Unkind
34 Delicate
36 Cry in the dark?
37 "Toad of Toad
Hall" playwright
38 Surround, with
"on"
39 Oval Office
supplies?
28 Plant of the

50 Kind of poin
53 "This
outrage!"
54 Shade of green
56 Victoria, on
"Dallas"
58 Actor Hardin
et al.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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DiFranco makes change to larger venues
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
DURHAM, NH and AMHERST, MAThe past weekend saw Ani DiFranco open her
tour of the US in support of her recent release
"Little Plastic Castles" with shows in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts.
DiFranco, long a staple in the college folk
circuit, has been touring constantly, with much
of her supportive fan base located in northern
New England, DiFranco broadened her delinition of independent success by playing the
largestheadlining showsin hercareerthis weekend at the University of New Hampshire and
UMASS- Amherst.
The shows brought many ofthe same fears
her long time fans had in December of 1995,
when she first played the Orpheum in Boston,a
revolutionary feat considering the lack of radio airplay and majorlabel supportshe had.The
Orpheum show wasa large show for many fans,
and many point to that show as the point where
she "sold out" to the mainstream,
DiFranco has not sold out,even though her
fan base hasstretched enough to sellout both the
Whittemore Arena and Mullins Center days
before the show. Her music has seen a large
growth by word of mouth,but she continues to
have a great deal ofintregrity - her music is still
released on the same label she founded to sell
homemade tapes in 1990.
DiFranco is staying true to her ideals by
supporting such causes as the "Not in Our
Name" concert, a show sponsored by murder
victim's families against the death penalty.The
Notin Our Name show received rave reviewsin

KA

the New York Timesand her set wasconsidered
by many to be extraordinary.
DiFranco is now very guarded about her
security-making it almost impossible to have the
intimate meetings withfansshe had yearsago. Her
band and crew are also considered to have celebrity status as many ofthem are featured in the liner
notes of her live double CD "Living in Clip."
Theshow atUNH wasamazing musically,yet
DiFranco definitely seemed on the edge, somewhat uncomfortable about the size of the venue
which holds somewhere around 5,000 fans.
DiFranco also went against conventional
wisdom by playing several completely unreleased tunes at the concert,taking the focus off
her album cuts during the concerts. One may
easily say thatifyou wanted to hearthe songson
"Little Plastic Castle,"one should have seen her
last year, as she played four or five new songs
this past weekend.
DiFranco opened both shows with two new
songs, tentatively titled "Hat Shaped Hat" and
"Virtue." The songs were definitely reminiscent of her most recent album, which seems to
be funkier than her earlier stuff.
"Fuel" wasnext and the angersheseemed to
vent through this song was unbelieveable. The
amount of anger in the lyrics themselves is
enough to have thissong be one ofthe highlights
of the shows. One very interesting observation
is while people at UNH seemed to be screaming
the poem back at her,the angry,largely teenage
crowd possibly did not knowing the levels of
imagery this song conveys. In contrast, the
crowd at Amherst was very relaxed, many
See ANT on page 19

a performer
Singer-songwriter Ani DiFranco is completing her transition from
venues.
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CD Review

Gang Starr keeps on going by 'keeping it real'

By Ajay Harding
Maine Campus staff
Longevity is a rare commodity in the flashin-the-pan world ofhip-hop music.By keeping
it real over the years, D.J. Premier and the
G.U.R.U.(Gifted, Unlimited Rhymes Universal),ofGang Starr(the name having nothing to
do with "gangsta" anything), have striven to
achieve longevity. The duo overcame the antagonisms ofboth the music industry and innercity life —threatsto longevity for most hip-hop
artists — to put forth their latest LP,"Moment
of Truth." It's their fifth release, following
"Hard to Earn" (1994), "Daily Operation"
(1992), "Step in the Arena"(1990) and their
1988 debut"No More Mr. Nice Guy."
Both artists are busy outside ofthe group,
which may explain the rumored tension
between the two,as well as why"Momentof

Truth"comesfour years after"Hard to Earn."
Premier is one of the most visible folks in
the genre, doing remixes for other groups,
taping radio mix shows and doing live performances. G.U.R.U., meanwhile,is continually involved with the "Jazzmatazz" project
and was recently sorting out legal details for
a gun possession charge from last summer.
Musically,the album is pure FastCoast hiphop. Premier handles the bulk of production
responsibilities(with G.U.R.U.doing some coproduction), creating smoky, underground
soundscapes punctuated by non-hip-hop music
samples and obscure sound bites,ranging from
speeches to movie dialogues. Premier's contemporaries (Puff Daddy, et al.) should take
time with their latest
D.J. Premier and G.U.R.U. of Gang Starr have taken
note of the ways in which he applies samples,
(Courtesy photo.)
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• In theatres

Spirit ofseries alive in '90s remake
By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff
The original "Lost In Space" TV series
— a story inspired by "Swiss Family Robinson" — about a family stranded on another world was about as cheesy as sci-fi
shows get. Even in the 1960s it was consid-

ered high camp with its Styrofoam sets,
rubbery creatures and bargain-basement
special effects. Still, it had a giddiness to it,
a certain level of delight in its own ludicrousness. This whimsical and innocent
spirit is very present in the dazzling new
film version, directed by Stephen Hopkins
("The Ghost and the Darkness"), but this
from page 18

people dancing mellowly as a reaction.
DiFranco tore through the title track of her
new CD,and it became apparent of her overall
progression as a nartist who is much more rock/
electric guitar oriented since her last show in
Lewiston atBates College in March oflast year.
At Bates she definitely seemed like she was
attacking the progression to full rock musician
very tentatively. This past weekend with the
addition of Julie Wolf,a fine keyboardist from
Seattle,she musically has completed the transition. She is not holding back any musical
punches. She is hitting very hard.
DiFranco did seem to be in a very strange
mood at the UNH show. "People have been so
supportive for many years, maybe a little too
supportive, and now people can't fit into the
little skanky bars I am used to playing," DiFranco said. She also blasted the audience and
the way in which the mass of general admission fanson thefloor were pushing themselves
around. She said she didn't want to feel she
was at a stupid rock concert.
DiFranco revived a numberofsongs,including "As Is," a song debuted in the autumn of
1995, which was played at both shows this
weekend.
DiFranco also played many songs that are
now becoming staples to of her live show,
such as "Two Little Girls" and "Untouchable
Face" the latter song being performed in an
incredible version at UNH.
DiFranco also played some surprises at both
shows."Loom," a song written to Greg Brown,

a singer/songwriter who recently played in
Ellsworth,wasimpressive live as wasthe version
of "Swan Dive" that was played at Amherst,
which was one ofthe highlights ofthe weekend.
DiFranco debuted asong which was written
very recently tentatively titled "Come Away
From" that seemed to be the central focus of
both shows this weekend."Come Away From"
is about drug addiction,a heart wrenching song
which seems in many ways to be the second
installment of the story told in the song "Two
Little Girls.""Come Away From" is a brillant
song and is worth going to a concert(or finding
a bootleg)just to hear, as it probably will not be
offically released for at least a year.
DiFranco had her quiet times, often marred
by fans at UNH. During the spoken word
performance of "Pulse," a fan contivally
screamed her love for her, annoying the other
4,999 fans trying to listen. DiFranco abruptly
shouted an expletative, stopped the song and
tore into a great version of"Both Hands."
DiFranco Encored with a unique version of
"Gravel," replacing a guitar laden intro with a
piano, a cappella segment for about a third of
the song,then went into a full on guitar assault.
It seemed an appropriate ending for a weekend
of great shows.
DiFranco is tentatively scheduled to play
Great Woods in Boston on June 24th,as well as
the Newport Folk Festival in August.For those
who are veteran fans, the shows haven't been
better musically. For anyone who has not yet
seen her live, better late than never.

The Herbal Tea
Tobacco Co
76 Columbia St. Bangor • Open 10' to 8:00 p.m.
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time the story enjoys the benefit of state-ofthe-art special effects.
Of note to fans of the original series,
several of the show's stars make cameos.
Dick Tufeld, who provided the robot's voice
in the series, fills the same role in the film.
"Lost In Space" begins with a thrilling
dogfight sequence in which we are introduced to a cocky but heroic pilot named
Major Don West (Matt LeBlanc of TV's
"Friends"). Because of his high accomplishments as a pilot, he is asked to lead an
experimental mission set in motion by Dr.
John Robinson (William Hurt). Dr. Robinson is trying to find a way of reversing the
greenhouse effect on earth,as we are told that
only 40 percent of the planet's ozone is left,
and that human life will become unsustainable in the near future. Because thejourney is
so long, Dr. Robinson is bringing his family,
which includes his wife, Maureen (Mimi
Rogers),and his three children,Judy(Heather Graham),Penny(Lacey Chabert of"Party
of Five") and Will (Jack Johnson).
The flight is sabotaged, however, by the
evil Dr. Smith (Gary Oldman), who accidentally jettisoned himself into space along with
the Robinsons before he could escape. The
sabotage leads them into the unknown, unexplored ends ofspace,and they have to struggle
to stay alive and find their way home.
"Lost In Space"is asjoyful and entertaining as Hollywood entertainment gets. The
script by Akiva Goldsman("A Time to Kill,"
"Batman and Robin") is shamelessly corny.
However,unlike the less-than-sparkling rep-

See LOST on page 20
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artee Goldsman brought to "Batman and
Robin," the cute one-liners come off much
better in this material. The dialogue is very
obvious and the jokes are too, but it fits like
a glove in the central cheesiness of the plot.
The film also attempts some family drama,
as John is much-estranged from his family,
and especially from his young, prodigious
son, Will. The messages about love and
family are sappy and mushy, but the cast
renders the dialogue exceptionally well.
Hurt, Rogers and Oldman all do fine
work. They slide into the material comfortably. Oldman is especially entertaining. He
has become one of the high gurus of the
overacted villain, but he's awfully good at
it. I mean, please, if anyone can deliver a
line like "Give my regards to oblivion" and
be convincing, he's got a gift.
LeBlanc is surprisingly good. We may
him in more action films in coming years. I
thought he would be distracting initially because
Ican only think ofhim asknuckleheadedJoey on
"Friends," but he delivers a great action hero
performance, and even handles the love story
between he and Judy Robinson with charm.
Of course, the true da7zle of "Lost In
Space" comes from the spectacular special
effects. There are massive explosions,hair'sbreadth escapes and CGI creatures that include killer spiders, and a friendly, yellow
monkey critter that befriends the Robinsons.
I wouldn't be surprised if we see this monkey
critter as a plush toy at Kay-Bee,as marketing
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Two independent films about unseen sides of gay life:
'Tongues Untied' is the landmark film about the gay black
male experience by acclaimed director Marlon Riggs. 'Kiev
Blue documents the lives of 9 lesbians and gay men (the
pinks and the blues) just prior to the collapse of the Soviet
Union.
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• On TV

`Teletubbies' the latest British invasion
NEW YORK(AP)— It hasn't been so
long since warnings were received from
across the sea: A group of quirky English
performers was poised to invade America
with its frolicsome act, otherworldly appearance and bewitching effect on fans.
All too soon,the dread forecast proved
true. The Spice Girls were here.
Now another invasion is taking place.
You have nothing to dread from "Teletubbies," the wildly popular British children's
TV series that premieres on PBS this week
(check local listings for daily airtime).
Oh,sure, early reports have sown fear
among parents of the "Teletubbies" target audience: tykesjust a year old, or even
younger. Moms and dads are wondering if
this is the media version of robbing the
cradle.
Then an even more frightening thought
may have struck those wary of the series:
What if its roly-poly heroes turn out to be
as insufferable as the bloated dinosaur
whose body type they share?
"Teletubbies" is as soothing and
whimsical as "Barney" is manic and calculating. A gentle, trippy interlude, "Teletubbies" not only seems to mirror the
dreamscape frequented by tots, but also
offers up a trace of that blissful nevernever land for any caregiver who might
choose to sneak a glimpse.
The four Teletubbies are toddlers who
seem to be a hybrid of a Roswell alien and
a favorite teddy bear; a blend of Gene
Roddenberry and Gund.
Tinky Winky (the biggest, upholstered

in the blue playsuit) and Dipsy (in green)
are boys. Laa-Laa (orange) and Po (the
smallest, and red) are girls. Each comes
equipped with antenna-like headgear, and
on each plump midsection can be found a
blank rectangle on which each Teletubby
can channel a video show.
On Dipsy's TV tummy you watch, say,
a live-action feature where a little girl named
Emily rides Chester, her pony. Then, when
it's over, the Teletubbies giggle, "Let's
see it again!" And, by golly, they do.
TV naval-gazing plays a minor part.
Mostly "Teletubbies" is a romp in the
great outdoors.
The setting is Teletubbyland,in truth a
six-acre site near Stratford-on-Avon that
was specially landscaped for the series.
Resembling a kids' version of Augusta
National,these rolling hills are tufted with
flowers and teeming with bunnies. In the
middle of it all is home: a futuristic playhouse called the Tubbytronic Superdome.
No adults are seen. Wherever the Teletubbies roam, they encounter the occasional "voice trumpet" which, rising into
view periscope-like, might convey a nursery rhyme or the reminder that it's "time
for 'Tubby bye-bye." Thus are grownups never getting in the way, but always
reassuringly on duty.
The prevailing authority in Teletubbyland is a radiant sun emblazoned with the
face of a laughing, cooing infant. Baby
Sun's approval, observed as momentary
entr'actes to break up the scenes, reaffirms for tiny viewers that all is well.

Multicultural Lecture Series

already raging, as it has in Britain since
"Teletubbies" bowed a year ago. Should
children this little be watching TV at all,
even a series that singles them out as the
youngest-ever demographic slice? And
where, detractors might also be wondering, does it end: A TV in the amniotic
sac tuned round-the-clock to the In Utero Channel?

Which it reliably is. Each half-hour
passes with chattering, scampering
about, rolling on the ground. Teletubbies dance, sing and share "bi-i-ig
hugs." They stop and smell the roses:
"O000h," says Laa-Laa, "beautiful
flower!"
Of course, beyond idyllic Teletubbyland, the debate about the program is

• Nielsens

CBS wins week — quietly
NEW YORK(AP)— The NCAA men's
basketball championship carried CBS to victory in the weekly television ratings race but,just
like the Winter Olympics, it's not an achievement the network is likely to brag about.
The telecast of Kentucky's victory over
Utah last Monday scored a 17.8 rating and
28 share, the lowest rating for an NCAA
championship game since before 1975,the
last year for which Nielsen Media Research had figures available.
It marked a sour end to a tournament
packed with thrilling games,and recalled CBS's
Olympic experience of disappointing ratings.
Still, it was the week's most-watched
prime-time program.Television viewership
was down last week with broadcast network
schedules clogged with repeats and midseason replacement series.
For the week,CBS had a 9.7 rating and 16

share, beating second-place NBC's 8.2 rating
and 14 share. ABC was third with a 7.7 rating
and 13 share,Fox had a 6.4 rating and 11 share,
the WB had a 2.8 rating and 5 share, and UPN
brought up the rear with a 2.4rating and4share.
Reality TV scored well with viewers.
Six of the top 20 shows last week were
newsmagazines, and the "World's Wildest
Police Videos" special was Fox's top-rated
program. CBS's "Candid Camera" and
"Kids Say the Darndest Things" both won
their time slots on Friday.
Not all news shows did well: Bryant Gumbet's first "Public Eye" interview special on
Tuesday struggled to a 77th place showing,
CBS's lowest-rated program of the week.
A rating point represents 980,000 households,or 1 percent of the nation's estimated 98
million TV homes. Share is the percentage of
in-use televisions tuned to a given show.
from page 19
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• Football

Three Black Bears work out for Patriots
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
It's been a busy week for University of
Maine seniors Rameek Wright, John Tennett and Derek Carter.
Asidefrom the daily grind in preparation
of the final academic push of the semester,
the former Black Bear football players are
beginning the initial stages of a possible
push into the NFL.
Wright and Tennett, who each completed a successful career last fall as wide receivers, worked out for the New England
Patriots on Monday. Carter, who is the alltime leading interception leader at UMaine,
ventured to Boston College to showcase his
skills to the Baltimore Ravens and Patriots.
"We met down in the training room,"
Tennett said."They measured height,weight,
hands and arm length. We had to run a 40yard dash, do a vertical leap, a broad jump,
a few agility drills and we ran some routes."
Tennett, who quickly became one of the
Bears' more reliable,sure-handed receivers
last year,caught 85 passes for 1,309 yards in
his two years at that position. He said the
workout was grueling.
"It lasted about an hour and 15 minutes,"
Tennett said. "It was a tough workout."
Wright, who was unavailable for corn-

ment, finished his Black Bear career with
2,384 receiving yards and is the secondleading receiver in school history.
Because of an NCAA rule that prohibits
athletes from attending professional workouts 50 miles or more away from their
school or hometown, Tennett, who is originally from Bangor, said Maine's proximity
didn't help his situation.
"It definitely hurt," Tennett said. "You
don't have a D-1 school up here that has a
specific pro day, so it's a disadvantage."
For Carter, however, who is a resident of
Onset, Mass., the opportunity at Boston
College was too good to pass up.
"Different schools have different pro
days, and here at Maine we don't have a
specific day," Carter said. "My position
coach at Maine is involved with pro scouts,
and he gave them a call and said he had some
guys they should take a look at."
With Baltimore scheduled to take a look
at some different birds on the Eagles' campus, Carter said he was informed that the
Patriots expressed some interestin the former
Black Bear defensive back as well.
"The same day I left, my coach said that
New England would be there also because
they showed some interest," Carter said.
University of Maine senior Rameek Wright, along with John Tennett and
Derek Carter, worked out for the Patriots earlier this week. (file photo.)

See PATRIOTS on page 23

• Baseball

Black Bears rebound, earn split with Tigers
America East Standings:
Delaware
Northeastern
Towson
Vermont
Drexel
Hofstra
Maine
Hartford
Team Batting:
U of Delaware
Northeastern
Towson
Hartford
Team Pitching:
Delaware
Northeastern
Towson
Drexel
Vermont
Team Fielding
Delaware
Maine
Vermont
Hofstra
Towson
Individual Batting:
Mench, Delaware
Snyder, Hartford
Eyman, Delaware
Sheedy, Maine
Healy, Towson
Individual Pitching:
Spaulding, Vermont
Bonehill, Northeastern
Phillips, Delaware
Kelley, Northeastern

8-0
6-2
5-3
4-4
3-5
3-5
2-6
1-7
Avg
.353
.322
.321
.314
Era
4.62
5.96
6.04
6.21
6.37
Pct
.955
.952
.949
.945
.943
Avg
.457
.450
.447
:440
.438
ERA
3.67
3.80
4.08
4.09

By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
With its doubleheader split Sunday
against Towson, the University of Maine
baseball team salvaged a weekend that
could have easily ended in disaster.
Maine(10-16,2-6 America East)pulled
out its second conference win of the season
in the nightcap, 10-4.
The Black Bear line up was on fire,
collecting 19 hits, led by first baseman
Gabe Memmert,who laced five hits,scored
three runs and drove in two.
John Dickinson pitched five-plus innings for his second win. Maine coach Paul
Kostacopoulos believes that Dickinson's
performance might have been the saving
grace for the team.

"It was a great thing," Kosty said. "He
came in and gave us a big lift this weekend."
With the Bears dropping the opener 108 after holding a 7-5 lead in the fifth, Kosty
said it was crucial to turn things around and
end the weekend on the plus side.
"You need to start somewhere and I
think we did that," Kosty said."We had the
right approach; we've played hard and aggressive."
Maine has received solid pitching performances,but they have been spotty.It has been
offense thus far that the team has had to rely
on.
The Black Bears' 1-4 hitters finished
Sunday with 21 hits and 10 RBI.T.J. Sheedy
and Brian Poire continued their assault on
America East pitching, racking up five and
seven hits,respectively. Each is batting over
.400 this year.
"I think our first four guys stack up
against anybody's top four," Kosty said.
Pitching and defense are the components
yet to show consistency, although the Bears

T.J. Sheedy is hitting over .400 this
season. (file photo.)
are second in the conference in fielding.
Here's a rundown of what's going on
around the league:

FROM THE DEN

O

n April 9, 1902, the University of
Maine baseball team battled the old

New York Giants at the legendary Polo
Grounds,the only time the Black Bears ever
played a major league team. The Giants
Black Bear pitcher Jon Dickinson picked
up his second win this year.(file photo.)

came out on top 7-2.
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• Men's basketball

NSCAA honors Ledbetter
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff

"What is especially nice is that he is as
good a person as he is a basketball player,"
Giannini said.
As captain of the team this past season,
Ledbetter was the leader ofa squad of young
players. His work ethic was important in
many respects, according to Giannini.
"What I'm especially happy for is our
other players are able to see the rewards for
hard work," Giannini said.
Besides receiving the prestigious
NSCAA award,Ledbetter was named to the
America East second-team All-Conference
squad.
The Gary,Ind., native completed one of
the most prolific rebounding seasons in
school history.
The6-foot-6junior collected 294 boardsin
27 games,just two short of his mark last year.
With his nine-rebound effort against
Northeastern in the America East playoffs,
Ledbetter cracked the top five list, passing
Nick Susi, and he is one board shy of Francois Bouchard at 791.
If Ledbetter stays healthy next season,
he will more than likely finish his career
second all-time behind ex-Milwaukee Buck
Bob Warner.

University of Maine basketball center/
forward Allen Ledbetter was selected by
the National Strength and Conditioning
Association as a 1998 NSCAA All-American Athlete.
The award recognizes superb male and
female athletes who have excelled in their
strength and conditioning discipline.
Community involvement, academic
achievement and leadership qualities figure into the selection process as well.
Ledbetter, who averaged 16.1 points
per game and led America Eastin rebounding with 10.9 per game, has developed a
reputation as one of the more powerful
men in the paint.
"The fact that Allen is so deserving of
this recognition is very evident by his production this year and his conditioning,"
said Maine head coach John Giannini.
Soft-spoken on and off the court, Ledbetter has made noise for campus community organizations such as the Athletes for
Sexual Responsibility and the Student
Heritage Alliance Center.
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• Track

UVM,UNH race past Bears
The University of Maine women's track
and field team came up short against the
University of Vermont and the University of
New Hampshire this past weekend in
Durham, N.H.
Lately the women's squad has been
stricken with many injuries, but there were
a few bright spots during the meet.
Sophomore standout Katie D'Entremont
won the shot put,placed third in the discus and
third in the hammerthrow.With her 143'08.5"
hammer toss,she set a school record,breaking
Connie Mollison's mark set in 1987.
Tanya Dowding finished second in the
javelin with a 144'throw.Libby Moores had
a respectable day,placing second in the pole

vault as she set a first-year school scoring
record for the event, and she also grabbed a
second place in triple jump and a third in
long jump.
Maggie Vandenberg won the 400m in
59.19 and placed third in the 200m in a
decent time of 26.80. Vanessa McGowan
won the 400m hurdles in 64.36 and placed
second in the 100m high hurdles in 15.20.
Carrying the distance runners was cocaptain Nichol Stevens, who placed third in
the 3000m in an impressive time of 10:37.99.
The women are off this weekend as they
try to nurse some injuries and prepare for the
Holy Cross Invitational on April 17th and
18th in Worcester, Mass.

UMaine Sports:

65 State Street•Downtown•Bangor

UN 942-6969

Maine center Alan Ledbetter is a 1998 National Strength and Conditioning AllAmerican.(Raynor File Photo.)
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• Dave's diatribe

WNBA draft should make its way to Orono
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff

colossal draft hype.
And we all know how the WNBA is
attracted to hype the way Pedro Martinez is
"The Utah Starzz have traded their pick attracted to money.Put one and one togethto the Charlotte Sting. Charlotte is now on er.
If the WNBA wants a hot-stove league
the board."
of
its
own,all it has to do is hold a big freeWill fans hear announcements such as
for-all
draft gala right here at the University
this when the WNBA collegiate draft gets
Maine.
of
underway April 29?
As it stands now, the WNBA draft is
Will general managers slash each othnothing
more than a conference call held in
Cindy
ers' throats for the rights to draft
bunch
of stuffy boardrooms. What fun is
and
a
Kiper
go
on
ESPN
Blodgett? Will Mel
that?
more
Detroit
Shock
needs
explain why the
The NBA's draft is always held in a
depth at the guard position?
cavern-sized arena. The NFL draft can be
Okay, maybe not.
But it might be a safe bet that no other found at The Theater in Madison Square
part ofthe nation is looking more forward to Garden this year. As for the WNBA,well....
If Cindy can pack 5,600 zealots into
this year's WNBA draft than eastern Maine,
where the babies and old ladies will spend Alfond Arena to watch her do her thing,
the next few weeks debating over which then she can certainly attract a similar number to see her don a jersey bearing the
team will end up with the big prize.
Part of the secret of the NBA's and emblem ofthe Phoenix Mercury or the New
NFL's successes is their ability to generate York Liberty. (Geez, don't any of these

Patriots

from page 21

teams have plural names?)
Think of the publicity it would generate.
Since ESPN already broadcasts the WNBA's
games, the Worldwide Leader in Schlock
would televise its draft as well. Imagine the
sight of Stuart Scott bellowing,"Washington
puts the mo-jo on Cindy by selecting Skyla
Sisco instead!" Since the WNBA has only 10
teams,it's conceivable thatESPN could have
a reporter for every war room in the league.
The network might even toss in some
heartwarming features about the spectacle
and grandeur that is the state ofMaine.Don't
we wish.
Stephen King could be interviewed from
his posh suite high atop the Alfond and could
go on about what a valuable asset Cindy has
been for the state, and how she'll spread the
word of UMaine hoops across the WNBA
landscape.
The America East and Hockey East banners hanging from the rafters of the Alfond
would be replaced by WNBA team banners
featuring team logos and those ever-present
sickening catch phrases, which I'm notabout
to repeat here.
ESPN SportsZone could hold an open
chat discussion as to where Cindy could go,
hosted by Dr. Jack Ramsay himself.
Know how the NFL draft is always littered with drunken Giants and Jets fans?

Well, the WNBA's version could have a
similar deal, except I don't know anyone on
campus who gets plastered about women's
hoops. Or any other sport here, for that matter.
Ifthe Alfond adds an open bar,however,
then we're talking a whole new ball game
here. The drunks could all give a raucous
chorus of boos for every team that passes up
on Cindy.
The WNBA could cater to the hype by
releasing its own draft guide,complete with
player profiles and team needs, all for only
$29.95(plus $6.00 shipping and handling,of
course).
I imagine there's some WNBA draft
geek tucked away in a gopher hole somewhere in America. ESPN will have to hunt
him or her down in order to insure a Mel
Kiper-type expert for the draft.
And when David Stern(or whoever runs
the WNBA)announces that the Washington
Mystics or whoever has drafted Cindy, she
can walk up to the podium,put on a team hat
and jersey (complete with'BLODGETT
14'plastered on the back)and tell Dan Patrick
about how it never could have been possible
without her family and teammates.
And without Cindy, the grand spectacle
that could be this year's WNBA draft
wouldn't be possible, either.

•Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

John Tennet.(file photo.)

Derek Carter. (file photo.)

"I've been trying to get to many NFL
workouts.I'm just trying to impress somebody."
And that is something he might have
accomplished when working out in Chestnut Hill.
"It went well," Carter said of the pro
workout. "I think I impressed them with
my speed."
Carter said the scouts wanted to see
how much he could bench press, and also
they tested him on a variety of running
drills, including the shuttle and dashes.

Although he says he'll look into either
the World League or the Canadian Football League if the NFL doesn't pan out,
Carter remains optimistic about his chances.
"My chances are decent," he said."Ijust
wanted a shot."
During his collegiate playing days,Carter emerged as an explosive player in the
Bears' secondary,and last season he led the
team in tackles(84)and interceptions(8).In
his four-year career, Carter recorded 362
tackles and 21 interceptions.
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Advertising Salespeople- Do you want
to make your own schedule? Would you like
to work on commission? If yes, this may be
the job for you. Responsibilities include:
communicating and selling ad space with local businesses and organizations
on campus. Will work closely with the Advertising Production Staff.
Advertising Production- Are you creative? Do you know anything about
PageMaker, Photoshop or Illustrator? If so, this job is a wonderful opportunity
for you. Responsibilities include: designing ads. Will work closely with the
Advertising Sales Staff.
Come and apply today in
Chadbourne Hall, 4th floor.

American Heart
Association

a.2,1
4 ,D0
fctc.:

DUBAY AUTO PARTS
15 S. Water St.
Old Town, ME 04468
827-5593

INAPAIA1170
10.1/0

"We Keep America Running."
fp••••••

es'

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sun: 9a.m.-3p.m.

•
•
•
•
Isv.
••••••••••••••
•••••••
(excluding sale items)

Now on tap:
This week's drafts:

• Murphy's Irish Stout*
• Export • Black Bear Ale • India Pale Ale •
•Tuff End Porter • Midnight Stout •

Happy Hour

[4:30 to 6:30 Daily
$2 Pints
10 oz. Buck-A-Brew
Sun-Wed 9-11 PM

866-BREW

[
I-

Served until 11:00 p.m.

Late Night Menu Includes:
Burgers•Sandwiches•Fries
Onion Rings•Nachos•Wings
Salads
...and much more!

36 Main Street, Orono
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HELP
WANTED
Summer camp counselors needed for
Premiere Camps in Massachusetts. Positions for talented, energetic, and fun
loving students as counselors in all team
sports including roller hockey, all individuals sports such as tennis & golf,
waterfront and pool activities and specialty activities including art, dance, theatre, gymnastics, newspapers & radio.
Salaries, room, board and travel. June
20th- August 19th. Enjoy a great summer that promises to be unforgettable.
Ma h-Kee-Nac (Boys): 1-800-753-9118
Danbee (Girls): 1-800-392-3752.
www.campkn.com
Summer help needed for days&evenings.
Fleaseapply@ LaBree's Bakery 184Gilman
Falls Ave Old Town ME
Have the best summer of your life. Be
on staff @ Camp Beech Cliff on MDI.
Counselors who love kids and mother
nature
6-1 7--8-2 1
M-Email
CampBeechCliff@acadia.net
500 Summer Jobs/ 50 camps/YOU
CHOOSE!! NY, PA, New England.
Instructors needed: Tennis, RollerHockey, Basketball, Lifeguards, WSI,
Baseball, Gymnastics, Sailing, Outdoor Ed. Arlene Streisand 1-800-4436428
Moneytalks...I'm very serious. Question is are you? Move 1 unit profit
259/wk x 52 weeks= 13,468/yr Call
Mike 990-0486

Attention Seniors! Uncertain about
what you will be doing after graduation? How about spending the summer on one of the most beautiful
islands in America! The 4-diamond/4star Bar Harbor Hotel- Bluenose Inn is
now accepting applications for desk
clerks and reservationists, housekeepers, ground, bell hops, waitstaff and
bartenders. Must be available
through October 20,1998.Call(207)
288-3348 for an interview or fax resume to (207) 288-2183.
Rosalie's Pizza- Bar Harbor jobs $710/hr-housing-Call 942-6511 or 2885666 for interview appt.
Whitewater Raft Guides
May
training course on Kennebec River.
Full time and part time position available for 1998 season no experience
necessary. For an application please
call Adventure Bound(207)672-4300.
Cruise Ship & Land Tour Jobs- Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask us
how! 517-324-3090 ext. C50672

APARTMENTS
Roommate wanted: 1 br in Orono
house with wshr/dryer, backyard,
deck. Grad student pref. $220/mo.
866-0604
Old Town 2 br apts heat + hot
water inc. $475-525 no pets 8277231
Old Town,4BR,Ig kitchen, lg. yard,
Ig bath, dining room, washer/dryer,
heat & hw incl. $850 mo.827-9468

$250 pr. week + room and boards
also you can take a class if you want.
The earliest you apply the better
Orono: Apartments for next fall,
chance of getting the summer job!
intown locations. No pets. Effic. 1Call Bill Picard at 581-7170 as5oon as
2-3-4-5 br. 866-2516.
you can for more information, and/
or look at my new webpage athtto:/ Orono roommate wanted to share
/www • urncs maine • eduj large apt, walk to UMO, parking,
—captainp/summer.html
washer/dryer. $250 includes all
utils&HT 866-0611
Year job or more. $250 to start, for
Live independent and save more
more info, look @ my new web page @
http://www.umcs.maine.edu/ than $2000. over dorm costs per
year each or save $10,000. per
—captainp/jobs/yearjob.html.
year total for a 5 br + 2 bath
Summer Jobs for the Environment townhouse 1 mile to campus.
$2500-$4000 Summer. Campaign Safe + cool. 827-6212.
for clean air and water. Protect endangered species. Make A Differ- Leave the dorm but stay on campus
ence. Offices in 70 cities and 33 save money, small co-ed building
states. Campaign to Save the Envi- w/ free cable from $179-$299 a
ronment. 1-800-75-EARTH
month reserve for next semester
Tim @ 866-0283
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFishing industry. Excellent earnings &
benefit potential. All major employers. Ask us how! 517-324-3115 ext.
A50672
EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENTTeach basic English in major European cities. Competitive wages +benefits. Ask us how! 517-336-0625 ext.
K50671

Old Town 1234 Bed Apts heat &
hot water included. No pets. Also
3 Bedroom house. 827-7231
3-4 Bedroom LARGE sunny rooms
$550 &electricity, wood floors,
parking, nice neighborhood 4697839

Park Place apt across from campus June to May leases heat and
CRUISE & LAND TOUR EMPLOY- hot water included Call Lou at 866MENt- Earn up to $200/month. Free 4487
world travel(Europe,Caribbean,etc.) Old Town 1 br apt heat water sew
Seasonal/year round.(919)993-1939, 375 2 br apt heat water sew 435 4
br apt heat water sew 750 827ext. C
7404
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTEarn up to $3,000+/ month in fisherORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APTS.
ies, parks, resorts, Airfare! Food/lodg149 Park Street. APPLY NOW.
ing! Call (919) 933-1939, ext. A

Luxury 2 br Townhome. Heat, Water, Sewer Incl. No Pets. Sec. Dep
and Lease required. $625/mth. Call
945-6955.
Summer sublease avail in May 3 bdr
apt all utilities w/d dishwasher
sunroom Call Brian 866-5941

250 pp includes all utilities 4697839
Old Town 1g4br2bath house d/
w+w/dry hook-up modern
heat+hw included $850 sec. lease
Call 827-3780

Orono Townhouses apt across
Bradley Country-Living Townhouse from campus 1 1/2 ht/hw/dw/
Apt 2 br 1 1/2 baths kit-dining rm- w/d hook-up included June to
living rm hw heat+water supplied May lease Call Lou 866-4487
onsite laundry private 1 yr lease
sec. dep. $585/mo. avail Aug. Call Bike, canoe, kayak, or walk to
campus from your front door. 5
866-7798
bedroom + 2 full bath
townhouse close,safe, modern,
Summer sublet one bedroom June clean. Call 827-6212.
on $450 plus util furnished opt to
cont. lease in Sept. walk to campus
866-3885

MI SC

Summer sublet 1 bdrm in 4 bdrm
house 1 mile to UMO washer/dryer
& dishwasher all utilities included
Call 581-7429

Erotic Sensations (formerly Exotica) Exotic Dancers male and female for any occasion call 9900425

Kevin Jennings - Addressing Homophobia in our schools, Thursday April 9, 7:00, D.P. Corbett
Diversity Semi-formal
Dinner and Dance- April
11, 7:00 pm see our ad
inside this issue of the
Campus

TRAVEL
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $200 r.t. Europe $179
o.w. Other world wide destinations cheap. ONLY TERRORISTS
GET YOU THERE CHEAPER! Air(212)
219-7000.
Tech
www.airtech.com e mail:

PERS 0 NA LS

Summer sublet- one bedroom in
large house. Great roommates! 1
Congratulations to the new
mile to campus. Call Erin at 827- "Rita's" Hypothesis: The sum of
SISTERS. We are glad you
FEE
specials
+
wearing
a
two
drink
any
3524.
us! Take care. With love
joined
wig = the circumference of fun at
Room for rent in modern, clean Full Moon Madness Sat April 11th. Lisa T.
apt 1 mi to campus . Very safe.
Chuck is back! Seeking love in all
Short term or longer.$175.mo.all BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS
wrong places are you ready 4 a
the
Turn your used books, mags and
827-6212.
time? lam! Ask for Chuck 1good
largthe
world's
CDs into stock in
Save over $2000 per year over est used bookstore J. Martin 991- 7379.
campus housing by renting at 9784.
Congratulation Katie Jen Hillary
Riverview Townhouses. Call 827RACE TALK 2000, a call in show Teresa Becca Elaine Jess Melissa
6212.
about difference. Mondays, 9:00 Joanna Julie Jaimie, Welcome to
5 bedroom 2 full bathroom to 10:00pm, WMEB,91.9 FM, 581- rzz
townhouse close to UMO. Mod- 2333
Congrats Katie Mahaffey Welcome
ern, clean, newly renovated.
to
GSS Big Sisters Hugs, Susan
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/QuestionDecks ft. + rear tri-level river access. Safe neighborhood.1 block ing? Confidential Discussion Group, Nice easy going 5'10" 1651bs
to tennis courts, ballfield + post Mondays, 5:30- 7:00, Honors Bldg. Hazel eyes br hair enjoys long
office. Privacy assured. Laundry
evidenced by their presence walk in flowers 581-7379 ask 4
rent $875.- mo. Heat, water, "...as
today, [we] have come to Chuck
here
snow +trash removal incl. +
realize that their destiny and their
more. 827-6212
Like the feel of cigar? The taste?
freedom is inextricably bound to
The aroma? Come smoke one &
our freedom. We cannot walk
enjoy cool Jazz & Blues. El Cheapo's
Old Town 3 br heat+ hot water
alone." Pride Month is not about
4/7
incl. $600 mo. security deposit 827"us" and "them." It is about ev4561
eryone.
Private rooms on campus. only 249/
270/ month. all utilities incl. Tim @ Like the feel of cigar? The taste?
866-0283
The aroma? Come smoke one &
enjoy cool Jazz & Blues. El Cheapo's
organ for sale: 1962 Hammond
For rent in June- 3&4 BR townhouse 4/7
Model #112 with a 1965 Leslie
apts. 1/2 Ii from campus. Chemical
BEAR BREW PUB BUCK A BREW model (1 channel) speaker
free- not pets. Call 866-3785
10 02 BEAR BREW ALES 9:00- cabinet with a new 12 inch
Old Town large lbr modern good 11:00; SUNDAY THRU WEDNES- sub powered by your own excondition all utilities inc. sec+lease DAY.
ternal amp. call 942-4635.
$440 Call 827-3780
Sex Matters Live! w/ Dr. Sandra
Bangor 116-4th St large 2br house Caron Wed 9-10 p.m. 91.9 WMEB VW: Foxy. 89, 118K Great car,
well maintained, snow tires incl.
heat inc w/dhook-up $500 plus sec 581-2333
Must sell; need a/c $1500 firm
Call 827-3780
Join GAB & chat w/an intl student call 866-0374
Old Town large modern 3br good 4 at least lhr/wk over coffee, concond w/dryer hookup $675 incl verse, activities, etc.. Call OIP 1heat+hw sec+lease Call 827-3780 1585

FOR SALE

Old Town large 5br 2bath house
good cond modern w/dry hook-up
$850 plus utilities sec+lease Call
827-3780
Orono 17 Water St large 5br+3bath
good condition $1000inc. all util
sec+lease Call 827-3780
Orono 17 Water St 5 br good con
$1100 inc heat+hw sec+lease w/
dryer hook-up Call 827-3780
2-6 bdrm apts large rooms, parking, yard, washer/dryer some $225-

To place a classified
ad in The Maine
Campus come to the
fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall

